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FOREWORD

The Fort Hood Field Unit of the Army Research Institute for the
Behaviora l and Social Sciences (ARI) provides frequent evaluation
suppor t to Headquarters , TRADOC Combined Arms Test Activity (ICATA).
The AI~I study described in this report was conduc ted in conjunction
with a TCATA evaluation (TCATA Test FM 360B) of the DA DCSLOG
“Direc t Logistic Support” (DLS) concept , which was implemented for
evaluation purposes at III Corps and Fort Hood , Fort Hood , Texas.

This study was concerned with attitudes toward selected
aspects of the DLS concept. Subjects were personnel intimately
connected with the implementation of OLS--personnel of the III Corps
DARCOM Logistic Assistance Activity (DLAA), the 1st Cavalry Division
DIM, and the 2d Armored Division DLM , and their customers . The
intent was to determine whether the attitudes of these personnel
would be compatible with the implementation of DLS concepts. (A
complete transcri pt of the respondents ’ comments is provided in
Appendix C , which , if not attached , is available from AR ! files ,
upon request.)

This project is responsive to the objectives of RDTE Project
6.37.43.A775.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Technical Director
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ATT ITUDES TO’4APfl THE ARMY ’S RECENTLY TESTED “DIRECT LOGISTIC SUPPORT”
CONCEPT AND THE ASSOC IATED MAXIM “TELL IT LIKE IT IS’”

BRIEF

REQUIREMENT —,,/ , ,-., ‘ 
‘ ‘c ,.c~ , ~~~~~~~ 1~ ~~~~~~

assess the attitudes of DARCOM Logistic Assistance Activity
(DIM ) personn el and their cu stomers (users ) toward selec ted aspects
of the DA DCSLOG concept “Direc t Logistic Support ” (DLS) and the
probable impact of those attitudes on the impl ementation of DIS concepts.

Of particular importance was the determination of whether or not
DLAA personnel would be able to “tell it like it is ” about logistic
deficiencies of user units (as prescribed by DLS) and still be able
to maintain the necessary rapport and spirit of cooperation wi th the
user that is necessary for delivering effective technical logistic
support to the field.

PROCED URE

A questionnaire designed to assess respondent attitudes and to
collect respondent coments and suggestions was administered to DIM
personnel and their customers during a pilot implementation of DLS
that took place at Fort Hood , Texas during the spring and sumer
of 1977. Items on the questionnaire dealt with a variety of inter-
related issues concerning specific aspects of DLS and their effects
on DLAA and user personnel and the working relation between them.
Among the topics covered were training, communications , the DLAA
assessmen t m i ss ion , cus tomer rela tions , job satisfaction and
security , and unit readiness.

~I’he respondents ’ attitudes on each topic were assessed with 7-point
bipolar response scales. Data obtained for each questionna i re i tem
were summarized and described , both numerically and verbally, for
each of three respondent groups : the first consisting of Logistics
Mana gement Spec ial i sts ( LMS ) , Logistics NCOs , and DLAA chiefs (the
“IllS group ”); the second cf equipment specialists from the several
DARCOM Material Readiness Commands (primarily Field Maintenance
Techn ic i ans ) ( “MRC reps”); the third of a representative cross-section
of DLAA customers ( “users ”), including unit comanders ; executive



~off icers ; maintenance , materiel , and supply supervisors and techn1cian~ ;
and others . The data were also summarized for all DLAA personnel as
a whole and for the entire subject sample as a whole.;~In addition , allrespon den ts ’ comments were transcribed and organized as Appendix C to this
report. (Appendix C , if not attached , is available from AR ! files , upon
request.)

F IND I NGS

• The LMS group and the users were roughly equivalent in terms
of their overall favorableness toward DLS. For both groups the percent
of questionnaire responses favorable to DLS was 45. The percents of
neutral and negative responses were about 25 and 30, respectively.
It was concluded that while many individuals wi thin both of these
groups exhibited much concern about particular aspects of OLS, their
responses as a whole were not necessarily incompatible with the
imp lementation of OLS concepts.

• The MRC reps were considerably less favorable toward DLS than
the other two groups : 24 percent of their responses were positive ;
30 percent were neutral ; and 46 percent were negative. The views of
the MRC reps were considered incompatible wi th successful implementation
of DLS concepts.

• less than 10 percent of the DLM personnel felt they would
be able to “tell it like it is ” and continue to maintain satisfactory
working relations with their customers .

• Both the LMS group and the MRC reps expressed some unwillingness
to “tell it like it is. ”

• From the user ’s perspective (which was not as informed as that
of the DIM personnel ) the DIM-user working relations would not be
seriously jeopardized by DLS concept implementation .

• DLS concepts have not had a chance to operate in normal , non test
circumstances . It is recommended that an opportunity for a nontest
trial period be created and that selected DIS concepts be partially
reevaluated at the end of such a period with emphasis on DIM-user input
and attention to problem areas exposed in this report.

UTILIZATI ON OF FINDIN GS

The findings in this report have been presented to the DLS concept
proponent (DA DCSLOG) and other interested parties involved in refining
the Army ’s logistic assistance program. They are intended to aid in the
achievement of significant Army-wide improvements In logistic assistance.

111
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ATT ITUDES TOWARD THE ARMY ’S RE CINTLY TESTED DIRECT LOGISTIC SUPPORT”
CONCEPT AND THE ASSOCIATED MAXIM TELL IT LI KE IT IS’”

The Army Staff is currently attempting to improve loqist c

support (advice , assi stance , and trainin g) for the Army ’s equ pment

and weapon cystems . A major component of this effort was ~‘Direc t

Log istic Support” (OLS), a concep t developed by the Department of

the A rmy Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (DA DCSLOG).

DL S responded to a problem encountered subsequent to the 1962

Army Reorganization , which t’tt ectively eliminated the technical

command channels that had existed between the field and the Army

Mater iel Command (AMC) Con~nodity Commands (now Department of the

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command [DARCOM) Materiel

Readiness Commands [MRC]). The loss of these technical channels--

through which techn ical assistance in maintaining logistic readiness

was provided to users--created a situation in which there was no

satisfactory mechan ism by which the Army Staff could collec t, process ,

and disseminate sufficient information related to log istic support

problems , includi nq underl~~ing deficiencies in the areas of personnel ,

training , doctrine , and funding.

The DLS concep t addressed this problem by proposing the establishment

of techn ical communication channels to provide for the free flow of logis-

t ic information throughout all Army echelons from DA Staff to user , with

particu lar emphas is on communication between the user and the MRCs .

01 
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Furthermore , the DLS concept consolidated all DARCOM assistance programs

and assistance personnel unuer field-level ‘~DARC0M Logistic Assistance

Activities ’ (DIAA), each designed for , dedicated to, and located (at

the installation ) with a particular user division or corps. The DIM

is thus to provide commanders with a centralized source of technical

logistic support.’

Prior to the advent of DLS notions , the customary role of DARCOM

logistic assistance personnel (Logistics Management Specialists ELMS] and

MRC technical representatives [Field Maintenance Technicians (FMT) and

other equipment or supply specialists]) was to assist user organizations

in solving their equipment or weapon system problems in the traditional

logistic areas of maintenance , supply, transportation , and services.

Under the new concept , however , the role of the assistance personnel

(particularly that of the MRC representatives , hereinafter referred to

as “MRC reps”) would be expanded to include “assessment” and “reporting ”

activities as well as the traditional assistance functions. That is ,

DLAA personnel would be tasked to actively search out and report logistic

deficiencies and to discover , if possible , the “root causes ” or “probable

causes ” of the problems ; which might lead them into the broader, more

fundamenta l areas of personnel , training, doctrine , and funding.

‘A complete description and discussion of DLS concepts can
be found in Direct Logistic Support (DLS) Report and Concept
Implementation Plan (Goodwin , Doiphi , Bodnar , & Brow n , 1976).

1
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Addit ionally, the visibility of log istic problems would be maintain ed

unt il they were resolved ; and the problems would be elevated through

technical channels or chain of con,nand as hi qh as were required to

provide satisfactory resolution , although OLS does emphasiz o the desir-

abi l it y of resolving issues as ‘ close to home ’ as possible.

Another important aspect of OLS is the pervading maxim ‘ Tel l it

like it is ’” whi ch exorts  a l l  personnel con cerne d w it h lo gistic problems

(from user level to DA) to portray an accurate picture of the real

situation. Thus devotion t.o a spirit of honesty and openness is con-

sidered fundamental to the successful implement ation of OLS concepts .

But here may exist also a fundamental and perhaps fatal weakness in the

DIS notion as it is currently described. OLS , as presented , takes

l itt le pa ins to assure the use r tha t “telling it like it is ” will not

occas ion retributive action from hi gher authorit y; and it is reasonable ,

therefore , to ex pect that some degree of apprehension will be experienced

at the user level . Unless the user understands that unwarranted

‘ negative ” reactions will not result from h i s “tellin g it like it is ,’

he may resist exposing or accurately portray ing logistic problem s

within his jurisdicti on .

DLAA personne l , on the other hand , may experience a related

concern . Because they are charged wi th “telling it like it is ”

about the logistic readiness of user units , they may ex pec t
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diminished rapport w i th  user personne l and consequen t damage to

their prima ry i i i i ssj c ~n , which is to ass i s t .  Hence DIM personnel——

especia lly the MRC reps, who spend much time in face-to-face

contact with users—-might wish to resist the assimil ation of assess-

ment and reporting functions into their job roles, and they mi ght

in fact encounter problems with user rapport if assessment a ctiviti e s

are engaged in , or engaged in improperly.

PURPOSE

The present study was designed to explore the attitudes of OLAA

and user personnel toward the aforementioned issues and other closely

related topics. Three specific questions were centra l to the study :

1 . Wha t will DIM personnel think about having to assess as

well as ass ist their supported user unit s~ Tha t is , will they feel

that they can successfully maintain the necessary rapport with users

while “tellin g it like it is ” at the same time ?

2 . How w i l l  user personne l w ithi n the su pporte d un i ts fee l

toward the activ ities of DIM personnel in the li gh t of DIS? Will

their feelin gs negatively affect DIM-user working relations~

3. W ill the attitudes of DLAA or user personne l he compatable

with the successful implementation of OLS concepts as they are

curren tly conceived?

Answers to these questions will he useful to the proponents of

the DIS concept in deciding what (if any ) modifications in the concept

or the method of Its implementation are necessary to the successfu l

04 
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ach i ‘vetnen t ~ he ~~a I ~ DL” • “~~ InO S L a s  ic o f  w h i c h  is  • of course ,

increast ’d reaL11 ne~ s of the Arr~ - i n - t h e - f  iti d.

HOD

The A~rn~y keseuch Inst i t e (AR I) research di s~ ussed in this

repc’rt wa s done in conj unc ti On ~ i th a p i lot  impi ementa t i on of DL ~

at ort Hood . To ‘a ~ which took place dun i ri~i the spr 1 n~ and summer

of H~ T . A ~p? onoi1s 1’. e sut~~OO t i e e’. al ~a t ion of the DLS concept

was conduct ed b. t he LI . S. ~~~~ Tr~ i iii ng and i1oc t r inc Conii~ nd I. I R.ADOC

Combi nt’d AflnS Test .\~ i i t ‘ S I C A~ A ) Combined An us I os t Directorate

(TC A T A Test M 3hO D dur ing t ho imploin t ’ntat i on period . The present L

AR t stud\ was conducted at ho ro~ uost  at IC A lA and supports

Object i’ .e t~ of the T CATA o ’ .alu at ion plan: IL~ evaluate DL A4 mission

performance with spec ia l considerati on to the coiiinand and st a f

relationships se t f o rth in the DLAA ch art e r ~Kleiue nt . Blan kenship , &

Chapma n . 19’T).

h~ data re~~ i red t or answ er in g the qu e stions posed in Ui is

stud y were obtained t”. means of a sd f- a1lIni ni s t  o red quest iO !lflJ i rd

develope d h’’. A Rt and comp leted : ‘ .  lo~ isti c assistance pe rsonnel of

the three DL~ A s estaH ished at ~~~ Hood (11~ Corps DL•\.A . 1st

Ca’. airy D iv ision DL AA . and ~d Armored Div ~5 ion DLAA and H.’. pe rs onnel

o~ represent at 1’. c user unit s . The quest 1 anna ire adini iii s t ra t i  on

took place durIng June and July 1977 .
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QUESTIONNAIRE CONSTRUCTION AND ADMINISTRATION

Questionna ire i tems were derived from analyses of information

from the fo llowing sources:

1. DLS reference documents including, most notably, the

fo 11 ow i n g:

(a) Direct Logistic Support (DLS) Report and Concept
Implemen tation Plan (Goodwin , Dolphi , Bodnar , &
Brown , 1976)

(b) Memorandum to DCSLOG (Subject: “Observations
Concernin g the Direct Logistic Support Concept ”)
from Chief. USAMC Logistic Assistance Office--
FORSCOM , 5 January 1977

(c) Restructured General Support/Direct Logistic Support
(.RGS7DLSJ Evaluation--Fort Hood Phase--FM 360:
Combined Test Design Plan/Detailed Plan for Execution
(Klement , 1977)

(a) Di rect Log istic Support; Pilot Implementation Plan ,
Fort Hood, Texas, revised (ULS Task Group , 1977).

2. DLS steering committee meetings , April and May 1977. (The

purpose of the DLS steering committee was to oversee the pilot

implementation of DLS at Fort Hooä and to make such changes in or

refinements of the OLS concept as deemed necessary . The committee

was chaired by a represen tative from DA DCSLOG ; members were from

Communications Command {USACC], DARCOM , Defense Logistic Agency

[DLAJ, Forces Command [FORSCOM], Genera l Services Administration

[GSA~, logistic Evaluation Agency [LEA], Military Personnel Center

[MILPERCEN] , TRADOC , and TCATA .)

06
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3. PerIod i c or i en tat ion v i s i t s  to the three Fort hood 1)LAAs

and TCATA Combined Arm s Test Direc torate.

4. Observations of DLAA-user interfw ’ in the field.

Four forms of the questionna i re were constructed .~ Forms A , B ,

and C , for DIM personne l, were administ ered , respec tively, to (a)

MRC reps , (b) LMSs and loqis t i c s NCOs , and (c) DLAA chi efs . Form I)

was administered to al l user personnel.

Twenty -five of the questionna ire i tems were common to Forms A ,

B, and C (with the exception of a s l i ght word ing change for one item).

f orm C contained only these 25 items . t orm B had a total of Db i tems ,

and Form A had 27 . Form L), for users , was generally similar to the

other forms , except that it was reworded to comform to the user ’s

perspective. Form U had a total of 19 i tems , 1 6 of wh i ch were exact

dupl ications of , a ppro x ima t e  du plicat ions of , or closely related to

items on the other three forms . Al 1 I tems cons I sted of one or more

multip le choice questions that , with one exc eption , were followed by

1-alternative bipolar response scales . the t’xcep tion was a question

with a 10-alternative response on a unipo lar scale. The respondent’s

task was to chec k the m ost preferred ot the list ed altern atives and

to enter (in spaces provided for the purpose) any coninents he wished

to make .

~
‘The questionn aire i tenis are shown , exactly as they appeared in

the questionna i res , in lahies 01 through 39. Copies of the intact
forms will be made available, as authorized , upon request.

07
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Each questionna i re was prefaced by a set of instructions that

provi ded OLS background information (Form U only), stated the purpose

of the questionna ire , assured the respondents that their identities

would not be revealed , and gave specific instructions for completing

the questionna i re. The last page of each questionnaire requested

the respondent of prov ide certain biographic and demographic informa-

tion .~ Copies of these sections of the questionnaires are provided

in Appendix A.

The questionna i res were delivered to the respondents at their

duty locations in return envelopes that also contained explanatory

cover letters sol iciting the respondents ’ cooperation and assuring

the privacy of their responses (see Appendix A).

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

Questionnaires (Forms A , B , and C) were distributed to 64

professiona l DIM personnel composed of 3 DIM chiefs , 10 LMSs,

3 Logistics NCOs , and 48 MRC reps. Twelve (75t) of the 16 persons

In the first three categories of DIM personnel and 36 (also 75~)

of the 48 MRC reps returned completed or partly completed

questionna ires .

Approximately 250 questionnaires (Form D) were distri buted to

var ious user units . It is likely, however , that some of them were

1
Unforeseen time constraints for the study precluded the analysis

of these data .
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not delivere d to specific individuals for completion; therefore , the

number of user personnel afforded an opportun ity to complete the

questionnaire was probably somewhat less than 250. User respondents

were typically unit commanders ; executive officers ; maintenance ,

materiel , or supply supervisors or technicians; or other unit personnel

connected in some way wi th maintenance or supply. The rank of the

officer respondent was usuall y 03, 04, or 05. Enliste d personnel

were ordinarily NCOs (E6 or E7) or Warrant Officers (Wl thru W4).

Completed or partly completed user questionnaires were returned by

216 respondents . This represents a return rate of at least 86 per-

cent. However , 45 of the user questionnaires were received too

late to be analyzed for this report; therefore , the number of user

questionna i res upon which this report is based is 171 .

The number of user organizations from which one or more of

the 171 questionnaires were obtained was 37. These organizations

represented a large majority of the user units with which DLAA

personnel had had some significant contact in the recent past. The

units were selected on the basis of information obtained from key

DIM personnel and TCAIA tect personnel. The 37 organ izations

const ituted a cross-section of units served by each of the three

Fort Hood DIMs.

09
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DATA ANALYSIS

The que st ionnaire  data were part it ioned into the fo llowing f ive

data categories :

1. IMSs (plus NCOs and DLAA chiefs )

2. MRC reps

3. DIM personnel (consists of categories 1 and 2 combined )

4. Users

5. Overall (consists of categories 3 and 4 combined )

The first category conta i ned all da ta obtained wi th the questionnaire

forms B and C. The purpose of combining the data from Form C (DLAA

ch ief s) and Form B (LMSs and NC Os) was to preserve the a nonymity of

the Individuals responding to Form C. (There being three DIMs at

Fort Hood , there were , of course , only three DLAA chiefs in the

sampl e.)

For each q uest ionna ire i tem the fo llow i ng  descr ipt ive s ta t i stics

were computed for the particular data categories applicable to the

item:

1. The percentage of respondents answering the item who chose

each of the possible response alternatives.

2. The average (mean) response for the i tem, based on a 7-point

response scale ranging from +3 to -3. (For one i tem, based on a

10-point scale.)

3. The number of respondents answerin g the item .

~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  
~~~~~~~



4. The percentage of responses to the i tem that fell on the

positive side of the response scale and can therefore be usually

interpreted as favorable toward OLS or some aspect thereof.

5. The percentage of responses to the i tem that fell on the

negative side of the scale and can therefore be usually interpreted

as opposed to OLS or some aspect thereof.

6. An index of variability , which measures on a scale of 0 to

100 the degree to which the respondents answering the item disagreed

among themselves. The smaller the number , the less the average

(mean) disagreement among the respondents. (The amount of disagree-

ment between any two respondents was defined as the difference between

their responses on the numerical response scale.)4

RESULTS

GENERAL CONSIDERA TIONS

The results of the data analysis for each questionnaire i tem are

presented in Tables 01 through 39. In each case the table title

indicates the questionnaire form or forms on which the item appeared

as well as the serial order of the i tem on those forms. Thus , for

example , the heading for Table 01 (“Results for Item A-Ol/B-0 l/C-O1”)

‘
~This variability index was less time consuming to compute than

the customary “standard deviation ” but equally suitable considering
Its descriptive purpose in this report. It was computed by taking
the ratio of the mean-absolute-deviation-from-the-mean , z~X - Mt : n ,
to the maximum possible deviation . The latter was 3, or approximately
3 , for each questionnaire item (except item A -12/B-ll/C- 1l , for which
It was 45); therefore the variability index was computed as E l X - M~ : 3n.

11
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Indicates that the i tem portrayed in the table appeared in Forms A ,

B, and C of the questionnaire and was the first i tem in each. The

I tem did not appear on Form 0. In each of the results tables the

questionna i re i tem has been reproduced with the results pertaining

to the Item presented below it. 5 In examining the results it is

• important to recall: (a) that the column heading “LMS group ” refers

not only to LMSs but to DIM chiefs and NCOs as well; (b) that the

column heading “[‘~.kA’ refers to the “MRC reps ” and “LMS group ” corn-

bined ; and (c) that the column heading “Overall” refers to “Users ”

and “DLAA ” combined . Special notes pertaining to certain tables

are given at the end of those tables.

Most of the questionna i re i tems generated many written comments.

These subjective respondent coments provide a valuable adjunct to the

systematically obtained i tem responses ; they contain much information

that should be useful to the reader who wishes to “get behind the scenes,”

so-to-speak , for particular questionnaire i tems. A complete transcript

of all respondent comments is presented in Appendix C.6 The commen ts

are organized for each i tem according to respondent category (LMS group,

MRC reps , Users) and the response alternatives checked for that i tem.

5Slight numerical inconsistencies , due to round i ng error s, may
be ob~erved In some of the tables.

Appendix C may not be attached . It will be made available, as
authorized , upon request.

12
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The reader of the comments should take special cognizance of the

fact that no particular comment necessaril y represents the attitudes

of the majority of the respondents. The comments associated with

any I tem should cilways be considered in light of the objectively

obtained data for that i tem , because those data do represent all

respondents.

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

The fol l owing discussion points out the more important aspects

of the findings. Two cautious are worth noting: (a) Because the

significance of differences between or among groups was not crucial

to achieving the obj ectives of this study , significance tests were not

performed . Therefore, the reader should avoid inferring significant

differences bet’.qeen or among groups for individua l questionnaire

i tems, especially where the observed difference is small and the

variability index is relatively large. (b) The number of respondents

in the LMS group was quite small for each i tem (a maximum of 12).

Thus , while the IMS group (which , it is important to recall , inc luded

NCOs and DLAA chiefs) represented about 75 percent of the total

population of such individuals at Fort Hood during the implementation

period , and may therefore adequately reflect that population , it would

not necessarily be representative of other installations. The same

cautionary statement applies to the other data categories (MRC reps,

DLM , Users , Overall) but to a lesser degree because of the larger

number of respondents involved .

13
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Table 01. As a group , DLM personnel felt that the training of

MRC representatives had been less than slightly adequate , although

considerable disagreement was eviden t , especial ly among individuals

within the LMS ~rou p .

Table 02. There may be some disagreement between the IMS group

and MRC reps here . More than half of the latter felt that the ele-

vation of adverse information would be less free under DLS. The LMS

group felt it would stay about the same . Of course , the DLS concept

prescribes a free flow of information.

Table 03. The predominant feature here is that 57 percent Lf

the MRC reps reported that their involvement in assessment activi ties

through June 1977 (the period during which the questionna i re was

administered to DIM personnel) was not greater than before DLS.

Eleven percent reported it was less.

Table 04. Apparently the MRC reps had felt more user resistance

than the LMSs, NCOs , and DIM chiefs. In genera l , 74 percent of the

DLAA responses indicated that the users had not welcomed the new

assessmen t rol e of the DLAA .

Table 05. The users themselves varied considerably in their

estimations of user resistance to DLAA assessment activities , but

on the whole were slightly positive .

Insert Tables 01-05 about nere
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Table 06. There was considerable agreement among DIM personnel

that the civ i l ian status of most DIM personnel wou ld have little

effect on user resistance to DLAA assessment. The users appeared to

be somewhat less optimistic and exhibited less concensus of opinion .

Their average response was very slightly negative.

Table 07. There was a wide range of opinion among both DIAA

and user personnel about whether or not DLS would cause logistical

problems to be elevated higher than necessary . The LMS group tended

to say no; the MRC reps , yes. Over all , 31 percent of the respondents

said no.

Table 08. DIS prescribes that logistical problems be elevated t
only as high as necessary . Over 70 percent of the DLAA personnel

seem to have agreed with that prescription. User opinions were varied .

Table 09. There was a notable degree of polarization of opinion

among the LMS group concerning the likelihood that , under DIS, “coninand

solutions would be attempted for technical problems previously

identified as “coninand nonresolvable .” The MRC reps tended to feel

that such Inappropriate actions would be slightly common .

Table 10. On the average , the user was slightly negative on the

topic of inappropriate coninand solutions for technical problems , but

such actions were predicted to be “very common ’ by more than 25 percent

of the users.

Insert Tables 06-10 about here
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Table 11 . The LMS group appeared to be basically neutral in

their stance regarding the effect of DIS on “customer relations ”

between the user and the MRC reps. The MRC reps presented a different

picture : 9 percent predicted that OLS would improve relations ; how-

ever, 74 percent predicted some degree of worsening, while 44 percent

felt that relations would worsen greatly.

Table 12. Users were quite varied in thei r opinions about the

effect of DLS on relations between users and MRC reps , but on the

average they were very slightl y positive.

Table 13. The preponderance of feeling toward the willingness

of the MRC rep to “tell it like it is ” under DIS was very negative.

Over 80 percent of all the responses indicated that unwillingness

would be to some degree usual--a finding borne out in both the LMS

group and the MRC reps . Furthermore , 50 percent of the MRC reps

and 58 percent of the LMS group felt that unwillingesss would be

“ver y usua l . “

Table 14. Over 75 percent of the DLAA personnel felt that it

would be to some degree common for the careers of user personnel to

be negatively affected if the DIMs “tell it like it is ” as DLS

prescribes. Furthermore , one-third felt that it would be “very

comon .” The users themselves seemed to express somewhat less

apprehension , although more than half also gave negative responses.

Insert Tables 11-14 about here
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Table 15. On the average , DIM personnel felt that user “personality

fac tors ” (i.e. problem s with user personnel themselves , as opposed to

equipment, procedures , etc.) played a significant role in almost half of

the problems dealt with; but the estimates varied considerably from as

high as 95 percent to as low as 15 percent.

Table 16. As to whether DIM personnel would be more or less

willing to “tell it like it is ’ about user problems involving “persona-

lities, ” there was considerable variability of opinion . Perhaps the

most desirable response alternative from the perspective of DLS is

‘ about the same” (alternative “d’). Half of the LMS-group responses

were on the “more willing ” side ; half the MRC-rep responses were on

the ‘less  wi ll ing ” side.

Table 17. When DIM personne l were aske d how much the DLS

“system” tends to reward or punish f ive categories of individuals ,

their responses indicated that DIM chiefs would fare the best, the

average response being +0.5, which implies “rewards very sli ghtly. ’

LMSs would be neither rewarded nor punished according to 49 percent

of the respondents. (About a third of the LMS group--which , as it

will be recalled once again , contained the NCOs and DIM chiefs- -felt

that LMS5 would be punished ; about a third of the MRC reps thought

LMSs would be rewarded.) The MRC-rep and lower-ranking-user-personnel

categories fared equally poorly: Only 7 percent of the respondents

felt that those categories would be rewarded to any degree ; slightly

Insert Tables 15-17 about here
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more than 50 percent felt they would be punished to some degree .

(It is perhaps noteworthy that not one of the 1 1 respondents in the

IMS group felt that the ystem ” would  reward the MRC reps.)  The

user unit commanders were expected to be the most punished of the

five categories of individuals: The average response was -1.3

(somewhat more negative than “punished sli ghtly ”), with 72 percent

of the respondents predicting some degree of punishmen t for unit

commanders . A final point: The most predominant response for each

category of in d i v idua l, with the exception of DLAA chiefs , was

“neither rewards nor punishes. ”

Table 18. This item gi ves the user ’s perception of the extent

to which the DLS “system ” tends to reward or punish three categories

of individuals. The users appear to have had a more posit ive attitude

than indicated for DLAA personnel in the table just discussed . On

the average , users tended to view both unit coninanders and lower

ranking user personnel as being “very slight ly rewarded ” and DIM

personnel as being “s lightly rewarded .” Regarding the latter ,

6 1 percent of the users felt that DIM personnel would be rewarded

to some extent , while 8 percent fe lt they would be punished .

Table 19. Both the IMS group (50%) and the MRC reps (7fl )

tended to judge that users wou ld be less l ikely to “tell it l ike

Insert Tables 18 and 19 about here
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it is ” under DLS than prior to DLS , but the average response for

the MRC reps was somewhat more negat ive than for the LMS group.

When the LMS group and the MRC reps judged DLAA personnel , their

responses were again negative , but only very slightly. Perhaps

the most pertinent fact in this table is that 66 percent of all

DIM personne l felt that users would be less inclined to “tell it

l ike it is ” under DLS.

Table 20. On the avera ge , user respon den ts f e l t  that  users would

be very slightly more l ikely to “tel l it like it is ” under DLS than prior

to DIS , althoug h there was considerable latitude of opinion. The pre-

dominant response (36%) was tha t DIS would make no difference.

Table 21. This i tem shows that the attitudes of the LMS group

toward success in “tellin g it like it is ” up to the ti me of the

questionnaire administration tended to be posi t ive.  Not one of the

12 respondents in this group checked a negative alternative. The

MRC reps were not positive : 29 percent said they had “u s u a l l y  not ”

or “very seldom ” been able to “tell it like it is. ” By far the most

frequent response of the MRC reps was “sometimes. ”

Tab le 22. Regarding the adequacy of “un it readiness reports ”

as indicators of readiness status , the LMS group appeared to be

s lightly posit ive and the MRC reps very slightly negative. The

Inser t Tables 20-22 about here
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MRC reps appeared to exhibit less agreement among themselves on

this topic than the LMSs.

Table 23. User judgment regarding the adequacy of “unit

readiness reports ” was s t r i k i n g ly simi lar to the judgment  of the

MRC reps in the table last discussed . There was considerable

var ia bi l i t y  in  t he i r  op i n i o n s , and they were very s lightly negative

on the average . Of considerable interest is the fact that 37 percent

of the user respondents felt that readiness reports were “moderately

inadequate ” or “very inadequate .”

Table 24. One of the nine LMS-group respondents who answered

this item felt that he might be less effective under DLS in :1
contributing to user unit readiness. Six felt they might be more

effective.

Table 25. The MRC reps appeared decidedly more pessimistic

about their being able to contribute to user readiness under DIS

than the IMS group just discussed. The average response was “slightly

less effective ,” but 46 percent fe l t  they would be “moderatel y less

effective” or “much less effective. ”

Table 26. The effectiveness of DISS chiefs in contributing to

user readiness under DIS was expected by 42 percent of the LMS group

(which contained DIM chief responses) to be somewhat more effective

than prior to DLS. Only 8 percent (one respondent) responded

Insert Tables 23-26 about here
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negatively. On the average , the MRC reps tel t IlLS would produce

l ittle or no change in DIAA chief e f fec t iveness ;  however , more than

one-third responded negatively.

Table 27. DI AA personnel as a whole were seen by the LMS ~iroup

as having a moderately positive effect on user readiness . Fur thermore ,

their responses were highly intercons istent , ran ging only from “very

positive ” to “slightly positive. ” The MRC reps , while soiiiewhat less

positive were also predominantly positive in judging the DLAA effect

on unit readiness.

Table 28. User perception of the effect of the DIM on unit

readiness wa~ very much il ke the DLAA perception just described :

72 percent of the user respondents checked positive response

alternatives ; only 7 percent were negative . The average response

was “slightly positive. ”

Table 29. The average attitude of the user toward the i mpac t

of DLS on unit readiness was sli ghtly posit ive. Ten percent of the

user responses were negative.

Table 30. There appea red to be considerable agreement among

DIAA and user alike that unit readiness will be positively affected

by the reporting of adverse logistical information by DLAA personnel.

The overa ll percents for negative and positive responses were 1 1

and 61 , respectIvely. Interesting ly, the users appeared to antici-

pate a slightly more positive effect than the DLAA personnel.

Insert Tables 27-30 about here
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Table 31. The attitude of DIM personnel toward the effect of

DLS implementation on job satisfaction for DIAA chiefs was varied.

About 50 percent indicated they bel i eved some Increase had occurred ,

while 25 percent indicated a decrease. Perception of change In job

sa ti sfac ti on for LMSs wa s a l so var i ed , and , on the avera ge, “no

change ” was indicated in the responses of both the IMS group and

the MRC reps. Job satisfaction for MRC reps (as a group) was

perceived by both the LMS group and the MRC reps themselves as having

decreased : 50 percent of the IMS group and 84 percent of the MRC

reps registered negative responses. When individuals were asked to

judge change in job satisfaction for themselves (“Yourself”) rather

than for the aforementioned groups , the results were corroborative:

The IMS group (representing DLAA chiefs as well as IMSs and NCOs)

produced an average response of “no change ,” and the MRC reps were

again predominantly negative .

Table 32. DIAA personnel attitudes regarding anticipated “long

run ” job satisfaction for DLAA chiefs and IMSs appeared , on the whole ,

somewhat more positive than their attitudes regarding job satisfaction

“up to the present time ,” although MRC reps envisioned little change

for LMSs. The future satisfaction of MRC reps was also envisioned

as becoming more positive--by the LMS group, but not by the MRC reps

Insert Tables 31 and 32 about here
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themse lves. The average response of MRC reps for MRC reps as a group

was “slightly less. ” When they judged for themselves (“Yourself”) as

i n d i v i d u a l s  i t  was between “slightly ” and “somewhat ” less. Nine

percent of the MRC reps thought their job satisfaction would increase

over time .

Table 33. The most common response (58%) of both DIAA and user

personnel regarding the effec t of “telling it like it is ” upon j ob

security was that job security would not change. However , the

average response of MRC reps was negative, and no MRC rep felt his

job security would increase.

Table 34. When asked to es t imate  the amount of success they

would have in “‘telling it like it is ’ one day and providing

ass i stance the next,” 72 percent of all DLAA responses were negative.

Forty-two percent of the LMS group and 62 percent of the MRC reps

thought they would be “moderately ” or “very ” unsuccessful .

Table 35. The overall i mpact of DLS on Army readiness was

anticipated by the LMS group and the users to be slightly positive.

Not one of the LMS group thought readiness would decrease, and only

6 percent of the users thought it would decrease. The average and

most frequent (55%) MRC-rep response was “no change. ” Eight percent

of all respondents were negative; 58 percent were positive.

Table 36. The general feeling of the IMS group toward the DIS

concept was “moderately positive .” None of their responses was

Insert Tables 33-36 about here
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negative. The user was on the average “slightly positive. ” Sixteen

percent of their responses were negative. In contrast , the MRC reps

tended to be negative toward the DLS concept : 21 percent gave

positive responses ; 55 percent gave negative responses.

Table 37. The first question on Form D of the questionnaire

asked users how often they used DLAA services . Thirty-three percent

of the respondents answered “usually not,” “very seldom ,” or “never. ”

Twenty-eight percent said “sometimes. ” The remaining 39 percent

responded “usually, ” “very often ,” or “extremely often .”

Table 38. The user was , on the average , slightly favorable

toward the idea of combining the responsibilities for assisting ,

evaluating , and reporting within MRC representatives . However ,

opinions among the user ranged widely.

Table 39. The overall attitude of the user toward DIM personnel

was “slightly positive. ” The most predominant response (27% ) ,

however , was “very positive .”

Insert Tables 37-39 about here

SUMMARY OF RESPONDENT ATTITUDES

The findings presented in the foregoing 39 tables are summarized

In Table 40, which briefly states the topic of each of the question-

naire i tems and describes the average attitudes of the respondent
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groups that replied to the item. Where respondent groups did not

differ in average response by .5 or more they are combined . Thus ,

in Table 40 “DLAA ” indicates that the mean responses of the LMS

group and the MRC reps were less than .5 scale points apart .

It is to be emphasized that the summary in Table 40 is based

upon the attitudes (perceptions) of the respondents and , as such ,

may not always correspond to actual states of affairs .

Insert Table 40 about here

One way of attempting to grasp the overall picture portrayed by

the findings is to ask , What are the percentages of positive , neutral ,

and negative mean responses given by the three categories of

respondents over all questionnaire items? These percen tages are shown

in Table 41. Three important features of the table stand out: (a)

Insert Table 41 about here

The users and the IMS group (LMSs , NCOs , and DIM chiefs) were quite

similar in terms of overall percentages of positive , neutral , and

negative mean responses ; (b) The percentage of positive mean responses

for both the users and the LMS group was considerably larger than

that for the MRC reps, and the percentage of negative mean responses

for the MRC reps was considerably higher than those for the users

and the LMS group; (c) None of the three categories of responden ts

gave as many as 50 percent positive mean responses.
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DISCUSSION , CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATION S

The first of the three major questions addressed by this study

dealt with the views of DIM personnel concerning their ability to

successfuuly combine assessment with assistance. Evidently there

was a considerable amount of concern in this regard among the DIM

personnel . When asked directly how successful they would be in

combining assessment with assistance (questionnaire item A-25/B-24/C-23),

less than 10 percent responded that they would have more than

borderline success and 75 percent felt they would be unsuccessful .

Respondents ’ comments or, this i tem indicated that at least four

Interrelated factors may be involved here : the degree to which

DLAA personnel are able to approach the user with “tact and diplomacy ” ;

the “personality ” of the user ; user fear of potential retribution ; and

loss of DLAA-user rapport.

Related questionnaire i tems illucidated the matter further.

While the LMS group were apparently not overly concerned about negative

effects in the area of “customer relations ,” the MRC reps appeared

quite concerned ; and both groups were apprehensive about damage to

user careers , especially the careers of unit commanders . Furthermore,

MRC reps experienced a loss of job satisfaction and anticipated a

continuing lower degree of job satisfaction and a loss of job security .

26-
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Presumably because of these (and other factors evident in the

questionna i re i tems and associated comments of the respondents),

DIM personnel expressed some unwillingness to actually “tell it

like it is ” and predicted that users also would be so disinclined--

although it must be noted that the users themselves indicated no

greater tendurcy to avoid “telling it like it is ” under DIS than

under the previous system, and perhaps slightly less.

The LMS group, in spite of the concern they exhibited , did not

appear to view the situation as hopeless. In fact, they viewed the

DLS concept itself with some favor (Item B-26). Their comments

Indicated that their reservations were not so much with the basic

concept Itself as with the difficulty of translating a desirable

theoretical notion into a workable , real -world system. The concept .

according to the LMS group, has potential , but also “growing pains ” ;

and their endorsement of the concept is conditional: DLS will work--

if the DLAAs are permitted to work out some of the problems themselves

(via experience versus having “solutions ” imposed by fiat); if DLS

is not permitted to deviate from its original intent; if “true

cooperation from everyone involved” exists ; if the users are made to

realize that in spite of the “tell -it- like -it- is ” spirit of DLS ,

DIM personnel are still on their side ; and so on.

The MRC reps presented a different picture . Only about one-

fifth of them viewed the DIS concept itself with favor (Item A-27),
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and even then their favor was tendered with reservations (as was the

case with the IMS group). The coments of the MRC reps revea l ed

much concern over such matters as: a so-called “spy spector ”

created by the “tell-it-like-it-is ” aspect o f DL~; the redistributi on

of NRC reps in seemingly nonconstructive ways; the increased l oad of

paper work considered unnecessary ; confusion about who the MRC rep ’s

boss was supposed to be; an apparent considerable decrease in

requests for assistance (denied in some quarters); the fact that

neither they nor their customers were invited to provide presumably

valuable input to the developmen t of the DLS concept; their impression 
-:

that the evaluation taking place du ing the p1 ‘ot implementation was

falling to reveal significant negative factors about the implementa-

tion (i.e. that things were not being “told as they were”), and so on.

In sum , DLAA personnel were not optimistic about the probability

of success in attempting to combine assessment with assistance in the

manner prescri bed by the DLS concept .7

The second major question posed in this study asked how DIS

would affect the feel i ngs of user unit personnel toward DLAA personnel

and if those feelings would have a negative impact on DIM-user working

relations. Interestingly, the user presented a more positive general

outlook than the NRC reps , which may to some degree ameliorate the

7A second administration of the DLS Implementation Questionnaire
to NRC representatives was conducted approximately 10 weeks after the
data upon which this conclusion is based were collected. The results
of that follow-up study , which are reported in Appendix B, did not
al ter this conclusion .
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impression gained from examination of the data from the latter group.

Generally speaking, howev er , the user tended to exhibit many of the

same concerns but to a lesser degree . They appeared a little uneasy

about such things as: the civilian status of DLAA personnel; problem

elevation ; inappropriate command action on technical problems . and

retrihutions for “telling it like it is. ” They were not, as a group,

overly concerned with Ue MRC reps ’ new assessment role or the

working relations between the MRC reps and themselves . Furthermore ,

they were slightly pos ’tive regarding the effect of DIM personnel

and assessments on unit readiness , and regarding the DLS concept.

When queried directly about tleir attitude toward DLAA personne l

(Item D-l7), one out of six user respondents replied negatively ; four

out of six replied positivel y. Thus , from the user ’s perspective , the

relation between DIM and user did not seem to be seriously

jeopardized by OLS. It is to be noted , however, that the user ’s

perception of DLS is neither as direc t nor as comprehensive as that

of the DLAA personnel . Therefore, their responses emanated from a

different perspective , which might change either positively or

negatively with continued operation under DIS concepts.

The third and last major question asked by this study was

whether or not the attitudes of either DLAA or user personne l would

be compatible with the implementation of current DLS concepts.
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It was concluded in this regard that the attitudes of the LMS group

and user personne l could not, on the whole , be characterized as

incompatible with the implementation of DIS concepts. That conclusion

must be immediately qualified , however , by the fact that the opinions

within both the IMS and user groups were often quite varied --ranging

fr om extremely positive to extremely negative. Consequently, an app roach

to DLS concept imp l ementation that does not consider the larger psycho-

logical picture ” (which includes the fact that more than one-half of the

mean responses of DIM and user personnel on the DLS Implementation

Questionnaire were either neutral or negative) could not be

recomended .

Insofar as MRC reps are concerned , it is appa rent that attitudes

at the time of the questionnaire administration were, on the whole,

incompatible with successful implementation of DLS concepts. Again ,

the conclusion is tempered by the fact that responses among the group

varied considerably--not all MRC reps were opposed to the DLS concept ,

nor did all MRC reps indicate an unwillingness to “tell it like it is. ”

Evidently, however , several aspects of DLS were viewed with much dis-

favor by many of the MRC reps , as becomes quite clear from a reading

of the many cogent comments they offered in response to the questionna ire

i tems.

The conclusions just presented should be viewed from the

following perspectives: 
-
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The OLS Implementation Questionna i re was administered during a

period of considerable turmo i l for mos t of the DLAA personnel an d

during a period when DIS concepts were neither well known nor well

understood by many of the user personnel . Such confusion is not

conduc i ve to attitudinal stability ; therefore , it cannot be concluded

that the attitudes exhibited by the respondents during the pilot

implementation of DLS precisely predict what they would be after

things had “settled down ” and personnel involved had been allowed

to operate under nontest conditions for a period of time . But it

also cannot be concluded that the views Cf  the respondents exh ibi ted

during the pilot implementation can be safely ignored . At the barest

minimum the present data and the associated respondent comments point

to severa l problem areas likely to be encountered in implementations

of DLS concepts as they are currently conceived .

DLS notions are such tha t the “huma n factor ” plays a very

crucial role , and it is improbable that the most basic goal of DLS , I;

which is the true enhancement of Army readiness , could be achieved

in the absence of a general endorsement of the concepts involved (as

well as of their practical implications) by those who would apply

them at the field level , viz. DLAA and user personnel . At present,

indications are that DLS concepts are not enthus iastically embraced - •

by the majority of field level personnel.
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The overall TCATA evaluation of DLS concepts and their implementation

at Fort Hood (TCATA Test FM 3608, in conjunction with which the present

study was conducted ) concluded that DLS concepts are viable and should

receive Army-wide implementation. The present report , while it does not 4
contradict that conclusion , does delineate problem areas not dealt with

• in detail by the TCATA report , areas which merit further attention as

(or if) DIS notions are further implemented .

DIS at Fort Hood has , since the termination of the pilot

implementation period , been considerably “wound down .” There has

been a substantial reduction in the number of DLAA personnel from

what was considered minimum during the implementation period . The
\ I-

organizational structure has also undergone significant alterations.

Consequently, OLS concepts have not been fully appl ied under normal ,

nontest conditions. With the full understanding that successful

implemation of such concepts relies on many factors not touche d up on i n

this report (but dealt with in some detail in the TCATA report) i~ is

recommended that DLS concepts be fully reinstated at Fort Hood for a

trial period of sufficient duration to allow the “system ” adequate time

to “settle in. ” This would not necessarily preclude simultaneous

implementation in some degree at other l ocations. At the end of the

trial period , the concept,s would be partially reevaluated with emphasis

on refinement based o~ tue experiences of DLAA and user personnel

during the trial period’. DLAA personnel would be required to
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present a report at the end of the trial period in which they detail

lessons learned and suggest ways to improve the concepts and their

application. The report should reflect input from all DIAA

personnel and all of their customers.

The results of the present study suggest possible steps that

could be taken to optimize the chances of improving attitudes

dur ing the trial period. Among the possibilities are these: (a)

Both DLAA and user personnel would be assured (not simply informed )

that the response from higher authority to reports of logistic

deficiencies will ~c information , guidance, and assistance --not

retributive action. (b) Since to many persons it appears to connote

“stick your neck out without regard to the possible consequences ,”

the exhorta tion “tell it like it is ” would be either abandoned or

adequa tely defined and explicitly set within a nonpunitive context.

(c) The “system ” would reward user personnel who bring attention

to bear upon si gn ificant logistic problems ; and the reward would

be direct , t angib l e , and timely.

It is evident from the re~~onses of both DLAA and user

personnel to this study that there exists a keen interest in

improving the logistic problem solving process. Furthermore , many

respondents indicated that DLS-l ike notions have , with appropriate further

refinements , much to offer. It is evident , too , that without such
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refinements , Implementing the concepts would run the risk of creating a ‘ -change in logistic support the effect of which night be to lessen rather A
than enhance Army readiness.

I
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TABLE 01. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-O1/B-Ol/C-O1

One major objective of DIS is to provide for a continuous monitoring of
the effects of personnel, training, doctrine , and funding on logistical
probl ems in the areas of supply, maintenance , transportation , and
serv ices .

How adequate or inadequate would you say the past experience and training
of FMTs and other MRC representatives have been in preparing them for
their part in accomplishing this objective?

_____ 
a. Very adequate

_____ 
b. Moderately adequate

• c. Sli ghtly adequate
_____ 

d. Borderline
e. Slightly i nadequate
f. Moderate ly inadequate

_____ 
g. Very inadequate

Percent giving response 3
LMS

Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a= + 3.O 17 18 18 -- --
b = + 2 . O  0 27 20 -- --

c= + 1 .O 33 21 24 -- --
d~ 0.0 8 15 13 -- --
e = _ l . O  0 6 4 -- --
f=-2 .0 25 3 9 -- --
g= -3 .0 17 9 11 -- --

Mean response: - 0.2  + 0.9 + 0.6 -- --

No. of responses: 12 33 45 -- --
% pos. responses : 50 67 62 -- --

% neg . res ponses : 42 18 24 -- --
Variability index b : 62 46 53 -- --

a m this table , as in all other resul ts tables : “LMS group” refers to
LMSs , DIM chiefs , an d NCOs comb ined; “DLAA ” refers to “MRC reps ” and
“IMS group ” combined ; “Overall” refers to “Users ” and “DIM” combined .

• bin this table , as in all other results tables , “variability index ” is
the mean-absolute-deviation-from-the -mean (MAD) divided by the maximum
possible MAD. Possible range : 0 to 100. The greater the index , the
greater the average disagreement among the respondents.
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TABLE 02. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-02/B-02/C-02

One objective of the DLS concept is to provide for a free flow of
logistical information between the user organization and the MRCs. This
channel of communication flows directly through the DLAA .

Do you think that the elevation of “unfavorable ” or “negative ” informa-
tion about the user unit to the MRCs~~Ta logistics assistance personnel
wil l be freer or less free under DLS than under the previous system?

a. Much freer
_____ 

b. Somewhat freer
_____ 

c. Slightly freer
_____ 

d. About the same
_____ 

e. Slightly less free
_____ 

f. Somewhat less free
_____ 

g. Much less free

_______— Percent giving response
LMS

Res ponse scal e group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a= + 3.0 0 3 2 -- --
b=+2.O 17 3 6 -- --
c = + l . 0  17 9 11 --  --

d =  0.0 42 29 32 -- --
e = - l . O  8 14 13 -- --
f=-2 .O 17 9 11 -- --
g = - 3 . O  0 34 26 -- --

Mean res ponse: + 0.1 - 1.1 - 0.8 -- --
No. of responses : 12 35 47 -- --

% pos. responses : 33 14 19 -- --
% neg. responses : 25 57 49 -- --
Variability index : 31 48 47 -- --
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TABLE 03. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-03

As you know , DLS calls for expanding the role of MRC representatives in
severa l ways. One chan ge cons i sts of the introduc tion of a forma l
“assessmen t” or “evaluat ion ” function . Thus , under the DLS concept the
FMT or other assistance specialist is tasked not only to assist the user
in solving logistical problems but to search out and report such
problems as we ll .

To what extent are you now , during DLS implementation , more involved or
less involved in assessment-type activities than previously?

_____ 
a. Much more involved

_____ 
b. Moderately more involved

_____ 
c. Sl ight l y  more involved

_____ 
d. No difference

_____ 
e. Sl ig htly less involved

_____ 
f. Moderately less involved 

—

_____ 
g. Much less involved

Percent giving response
LMS

Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a = + 3 . O  -- 14 -- -- --
b= +2 .O -- 17 -- -- --
c = + l .0 -- 11 -- -- --

d =  0.0 -- 46 -- -- --

e = - l . O  -- 6 -- -- --
f=-2.O -- 3 -- -- --
g -3.O -- 3 -- -- --

Mean response : -- + 0.7 -- -- --
No. of responses : -- 35 -- -- --
% pos. responses : -- 43 -- -- --
% neg . responses : -- 11 -- -- --
Variability index : -- 39 -- -- --
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TABLE 04. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-04 /B-03/C-03

DLS requires that logistics assistance personnel now engage more formally
in “eva l ua t ions ” or “assessments ” of the logistical problems of user
units. While some users may welcome these evaluations , others may for
one reason or another resist them.

To what extent would you estimate that users have welcomed or resisted
this new “assessmen t” factor so far during the DLS implementation period?

a. Have welcomed it greatly
_____ 

b. Have welcomed it moderately
_____ 

c. Have welcomed it slightly
_____ 

d. Have neither welcomed nor resisted it
_____ 

e. Have resisted it slightly
_____ 

f. Have resisted it moderately
_____ 

g. Have resisted it greatly

Percent giving response
LMS

Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a = + 3 . O  17 3 7 -- --
b = +2.0 17 9 11 -- --
c= +1 .0 25 3 9 -- --
d =  0.0 17 41 35 -— --
e = - 1 . O  17 6 9 -- --
f=-2 .0 8 21 17 -- --
g = - 3 . O  0 18 13 -- --

Mean response : + 0.8 - 0.7 - 0.3 -- --
No, of responses : 12 34 46 -- --
% pos. responses: 58 15 26 -- --
% neg . responses : 25 44 39 -- -_
Variability index : 43 46 47 -- --

Note. This item is closely related to item 0-04 , shown in Table 05.
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TABLE 05. RESULTS FOR ITEM D-04

In your estimation , how much wi l l  user units welcome or resist assistancefrom DARCOM MRC representativ es who are now tasked not only to assist but
also to assess and report?

_____ 
a. Wil l  welcome much

_____ 
b. Wil l  welcome somewhat

_____ 
c . Will welcome slightly

____ 
d. W ill neither welcome nor resist

_____ 
e. Wi l l  resist sli ghtly

_____ 
f. W ill resist somewhat

_____ 
g. Wi l l  resist muc h

Percent g iving response
LMS

Response scale group MRC reps D~LAA Users Overall
a = + 3 . 0  --  --  -- 26 --b = + 2 . O  -- --  -- 21 --
c = + l . 0  -- -- -- 14 --

d =  0.0 - -  -- -- 12 --e = _ l .O - -  -- -- 8 --f z _ 2 0 -- --  -- 8 --
g = - 3 . 0  --  -- -- 11 --

Mean response : -- -- -- + 0.8 --
No. of responses : -- -- -- 170 --
S pos . responses : -- -- -- 61 --
S neg. responses : -- -- -- 27 --
Variability index : -- -- -- 58 --

Note. This item is closely related to item A-04 /B-03/C-03 , shown in
Tab 1~~~~.
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TABLE 06. RESULTS FOR ITEM A- 05/ B-04/ C-04/ D- lO

Factors that would tend to produce user resistance to the new
“assessment ” role of DLAA personnel include not only user anticipations
of negative consequences but also certain characteristics of the DLAA .

Do you think the fact that DLAA personnel (especially MRC representa-
tives) are mostly civi l ian rather than military would tend to increase
or decrease whatever reservations the user may feel toward the new
assessment activities of the DLAA?

_____ 
a. Increase greatly

_____ 
b. Increase moderately

_____ 
c. Increase slightly

_____ 
d. No effec t

_____ 
e. Decrease slightly

_____ 
f. Decrease modera tel y

_____ 
g. Decrease greatly

Percent giving response
LMS

Response scalea group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

g = + 3 . Q  0 6 4 4 4
f=+ 2.O 8 9 9 7 7

17 6 9 6 6
d = 0.0 58 66 64 42 47
c = - l . O  8 3 4 17 14
b = - 2 . O  8 9 9 14 12
a = - 3 . O  0 3 2 12 10

Mean response: + 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.1 - 0.5 - 0.4
No. of responses : 12 35 47 169 216
5 pos. responses : 25 20 22 16 17
S neg . responses : 17 14 15 42 36
Variability index : 21 25 24 39 37

8Please note scale reversal .
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TABLE 07. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-06/B-05/C-05/D-05 
- -

Two significant aspects of the DLS concept are these: (a) While DLS
prescribes that logistical problems be resolved at as low a level as
possible wi thin command or technical channels , it also specifies that
problems will be elevated as high as necessary for satisfactory resolu-
t ion , (b) In order to provide for rap d solution of user problems , DLS
calls for easy access to higher levels with in both command and technical
channel s.

How likely or unlikely is i t , in your estimation , that DLS will tend to
create a situation in which logistical problems are frequently elevated
higher than necessary for satisfactory resolution?

_____ 
a. Very likely

_____ 
b . Moderately likely

_____ 
c. Slightly likely

_____ 
d. F i f ty - f i f t y

_____ 
e. Slightly unlikely

_____ 
f .  Moderately unlikely

_____ 
g. Very unlikely

Percent giving response
1..MS

Response scalea group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

g= + 3.0 33 9 16 10 11
f~~ +2.O 8 0 2 8 7
e = +1.0 33 13 18 11 13
d =  0.0 0 16 11 24 21
c = —1.0 0 16 11 11 11
b=-2.O 0 9 7 17 15
a = -3.0 25 38 34 17 21

Mean response: + 0.8 - 1.1 - 0.6 - 0.4 - 0.4
No. of responses : 12 32 44 166 210
5 pos. responses: 75 22 36 30 31
S neg. responses: 25 63 52 46 48
Variability Index : 62 54 65 53 56

aplease note scale reversal.
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TABLE 08. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-07/B-06/C-06/D-06 
- .

Do you think that the elevation of logistical problems to a ~eve1somewhat higher than necessary for satisfactory solution would
ordinarily be beneficial or detrimenta l to the problem resolving
process ?

_____ 
a. Very beneficial

_____ 
b. Somewhat beneficial

_____ 
c. Sli ghtly beneficial

_____ 
d. Neither beneficial nor detrimenta l

_____ 
e. Sli ghtly detrimental

_____ 
f. Somewhat detrimenta l

_____ 
g. Very detrimental

Percent giving response
LMS

Response sca l e~ group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

g= + 3.O 36 24 27 8 12
f=+2.O 27 24 24 17 18
e= + l .O 9 24 20 14 15
d =  0.0 9 12 11 18 17
c = - 1 . O  9 3 4 14 12
b =- 2.O 0 9 7 12 11
a=- 3 .0 9 6 7 16 14

Mean response: + 1.4 + 1.0 + 1 . 1  - 0.2 + 0.1
No. of responses: 11 34 45 168 213
S pos. responses: 73 71 71 39 46
S neg . responses: 18 18 18 43 38
Variabi lity irdex : 51 46 48 54 55

a
Please note scale reversal.
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TABLE 09. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-08/B-07/C-O7

Under the DLS program , how common or uncommo n do you think it may be for
logistical problems originally identified as “coninand nonresolvable” and
elevated for solution through technical channel s to “sl ip over ” into
coninand channels with the consequence that an inappropriate “comma nd
solution ” will be attempted rather than a “technical solution ”?

_____ 
a. Very comon

_____ 
b. Somewhat commo n

_____ 
c. Slightly common

_____ 
d . Ne ither common nor un common

-_____ e. Slightly uncommon
_____ 

f. Somewhat unconinon
_____ 

g. Very uncommon

Percent giving response
LMS

Response scal ed group MRC reps DIAA Users Overall
g=+3 .0 8 6 7 -- --
f=+2 .O 42 3 13 -- - -

e= + l .0 0 9 7 -- --
d =  0.0 8 27 22 -- --

8 12 11 -- --
b= -2 .0 33 21 24 -- --
a = -3.0 0 21 16 -- --

Mean response: + 0.3 - 0.8 - 0.5 -- --
No. of responses: 12 33 45 -- --
S pos. responses : 50 18 27 -- --
S neg. responses : 42 55 51 -- --
Variability index : 61 48 53 -- --

Note. This i tem is closely related to i tem D-07, shown in Table 10.
aPT~~se note scale reversal.
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TABLE 10. RESULTS FOR ITEM D-07 
-

If DLAA personnel “tell it like it is ” about the logistical problems of
the Army units they assist and evaluate , how common or uncommon do you
think it might be for commanders to attempt problem resolution through
inappropriate comand action when the problem should be handled through
technical rather than command ciannels?

_____ 
a. Very common

_____ 
b. Somewhat common

_____ 
c. Slightly common

_____ 
d. Neither commo n nor uncommon

_____ 
e. Slightly uncommon

_____ 
f . Somewhat uncomm o n

_____ 
g. Very uncommon

Percent giving response
IMS

Res ponse scale d group MRC reps DLAA Users Overal l b

g= +3 .0 -- -- -- 7 7
f = + 2 . 0  -- -- -- 3 5
e= + l .0 -- -- -- 7 7
d =  0.0 -- -- -- 16 18
c = - 1.O -- -- -- 21 19
b = - 2 . 0  -- -- -- 19 20
a = _ 3 . O  -- -- -- 27 24

Mean response: -. -- - -  - 1 . 1  - 0.9
No. of responses : --  -- -- 166 211
S pos . responses : -- - -  -- 17 19
S neg. responses : -- -- -- 67 64
Variability index . -- -- -- 46 48

Note. This i tem is closely related to i tem A-08/B-07/C-07, shown in
Tabl~~

’
~~..

~P1ease note scale reversal.bData from DIM (Table 09) and Users combined .
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TABLE 11. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-O9/B-O~jC-O8 -

Some persons may feel that the implementation of DLS will improve
“customer relations ” between MRC representatives (FMTs or other
assistance specialists) and user-unit personnel . Others may feel that
‘ customer relations ” will worsen. Please indicate your own expectation . —

_____ 
i.’ . W i l l  improve greatly

_____ 
b. Will improve moderately 

. 
-

_____ 
c. W i l l  i rlIn r-ove slightly

_____ 
d. W i l l  stay about the same

_____ 
e. W i l l  worsen slightly

_____ 
f .  W i l l  worsen moderately

_____ 9. W i l l  worsen greatly

Percent giving response
LMS

Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overal l

a = + 3 . 0  9 3 4 -- --
b = + 2 . O  9 3 4 -- --
c = + l . 0  9 3 4 -- --
d =  0.0 45 18 24 -- --
e= -l .0 27 18 20 -- --
f=-2 .0 0 12 9 -- --
g= -3.O 0 44 33 -- --

Mean response: + 0.3 - 1.6 - 1.1 -- --
No. of responses : 11 34 45 -- --
S pos. responses : 27 9 13 -- --

S neg. responses: 27 74 62 -- --
Variability index : 31 46 47 -- --

Note. This item is closely related to i tem 0-09, shown in Table 12.
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TABLE 12 . RESULTS FOR ITEM 0-09

Some persons may feel that the implementation of DIS wil l improve the
working relationship between assisted-unit personnel (users ) and MRC
representatives. Others may feel that the working relationship will
worsen . Please indicate your own expectation .

_____ 
a. W i l l  improve greatly

_____ 
b. W i l l  improve moderately

_____ 
c. W i l l  improve slightly

_____ 
d. Will stay about the same

_____ 
e. W i l l  worsen slightly

_____ 
f. Will worsen moderately

_____ 
g. Will worsen greatly

Percent giving response
LMS

Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall a

a= + 3 .0 -- -- -- 17 15
b= + 2.O -- -- -- 20 16
c = + l . 0  -- -- -- 8 8 Ld =  0.0 -- -- -- 28 27
e = -1.0 -- -- -- 11 13
f=-2.0 -- -- -- 8 8
g = - 3 . 0  -- --  -- 7 13

Mean response: -- -- -- + 0.5 + 0.2
No. of responses : -- -- -- 166 211
S pos. responses : -- -- -- 46 39
S neg . responses : -- -- -- 27 34
Variability i ndex: -- -- -- 51 52

Note. This i tem is closely related to i tem A-09/B-08/C-08, shown in
Ta bl ~‘1T.

aData from DLAA (Table 11) and Users combined.
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-- TABLE 1 3. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-1 O/ B-O9JC-0 9 
____________

How usual or unusual do you think it wi l l  be under DIS for the MRC
representative to be unwill ing to “tell it l ike it is ” for fea r of
damaging his working relationship wi th the user unit or somehow
hampering the problem solving process?

a. Very usual
b. Somewhat usual
c. Slightly usual

-____ 
d. Neither usua l nor unusual

_____ 
e. Slightly unusual

______ 
f. Somewhat unusual

_____ 
g. Very unusual

— 

~~ e W ~~ Tving ~~~~~~~~LMS
Response scale ’ group MRC reps DIM Users Overall

g = + 3 .O  0 3 2 -- - -

f = + 2 . O  0 0 0 -- --

e = + l .O 0 3 2 -- --
d =  0.0 8 15 13 -- --
c = -1.0 17 9 11 - -  - —

b = -2.0 17 21 20 - - --

a = ~~3.O 58 50 52 --  --

Mean response: - 2.3 - 1.9 - 2.0 -- --

No. of responses: 12 34 46 -- - -

% pos. responses: 0 6 4 -- --
X neg. responses : 92 79 83 -- --
Variability index : 29 39 36 -- --

“Please note scale reversal.
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TABLE 14. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-l1/B-10/C-lp~D-O8

If , as prescribed by the DIS concept , DLAA personnel were really to
“tell it like it is ” about the logistical problems of the Army units they
support , how common or uncommon do you think it might be for careers of
field comanders or other user personnel to be j eopardized or otherwise
negatively affected as a consequence?

_____ 
a. Very common

_____ 
b. Somewhat common

_____ 
c. Slightly common

_____ 
d. Neither common nor uncommon

_____ 
e. Slightly uncommon

_____ 
f. Somewhat uncommon

_____ 
g. Very uncommo n

Percent giving response
a LMS

Response scale group MRC reps DLAIA Users Overall

g = f 3 . O  0 8 6 9 8
f= +2.O 0 6 4 5 5
e = + l . O  8 0 2 6 6
d =  0.0 8 11 10 22 19
c —1 .0 17 14 15 18 17
b = -2.0 42 25 29 21 23
a = -3.0 25 36 33 18 22

Mean response: - 1.7 - 1.4 - 1.4 - 0.7 - 0.9
No. of responses : 12 36 48 170 218
% pos. responses : 8 14 13 21 19
S neg. responses : 83 75 77 58 62
Variability index : 31 50 46 49 49

a~1 note scale reversal .
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TABLE _ 1 5. RESU LTS _FOR_ ITEM _A- 12/B-11 /C-l l_______________

Sometimes the cause of a logi stics problem within a unit may appear to
lie within one or more specific individuals who seem either unable or
unwilling to take the necessary corrective measures . That is , the
person or persons may actually be the problem .

Please give a rough estimate of the percentage of problems you work with
in which such “personality ” factors seem to play a significant role.

_____ 
a. 90-100% 

_____ 
f. 40-49%

_____ 
b. 80- 89% 

_____ 
g. 30-39% - 

-

_____ 
c. 70- 79~. h. 20-29 %

_____ 
d. 60- 69~ _____ 

i. 10-19%
_____ 

e. 50- 59% j . 0- 9%

Percent giving response -—

LMS
Response scale group MRC reps DLAA U;ers Overall

a = 9 5 . 0  0 6 4 - -  -- ‘b = 8 4 . 5  25 3 9 - -  - -

- - 

— c = 74.5 17 21 20 -- --
d = 6 4 ..5 8 3 4 -- --
e = 5 4 . 5  17 6 9 -- --
f = 4 4 . 5  8 6 7 -- --
g=34.5 0 9 7 -- --
h=24 .5 0 18 13 -- --
i =1 4.5 25 27 27 -- --j = 4 . 5  0 0 0 - -  - -

Mean response: 55.3 43.6 46.7 -- --
No. of responses : 12 33 45 - -  --Variability index: 50 54 56 - -  --
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TABLE 16. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-13/B-12/C-l2

For the type of problem described in the previous i tem, do you think DIAA
personnel would ordinarily be more or less willing to “tel l it like it
is ” than for problems that do not involve “personal i t ies ”?

_____ 
a. Much more willing

_____ 
b. Somewhat more will ing

_____ 
c. Slightly more wil l ing

_____ 
d. About the same

_____ 
e. Slightly less willing

_____ 
f. Somewhat less willing

- . 
_____ 

g. Much less will ing

Percent giving response
a LMS

R ’sponse scale q~oup MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a= + 3.0 17 6 9 -- --b = + 2 . 0  33 12 17 -- --c = + 1 . 0  0 9 7 -- --
d =  0.0 17 24 22 -- --
e = - 1 . 0  0 18 13 -- --f = - 2 . 0  25 12 15 -- --g = - 3 . 0  8 21 17 -- --

Mean response: + 0.4 - 0.5 - 0.3 -- --No. of responses : 12 34 46 -- --5 p05. responses : 50 26 33 -- --
S neg. responses : 33 50 46 -- --
Variability index : 64 51 55 -- --

a
Positive scale values for this item do not necessar ily favor DLS.

Alternative “d” may in fact be the most favorable.
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TABLE 17. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-14/B-l3/C-13

The DLS concept has been so constructed that its success or failure in
implementation is significantly dependent upon whether or not both user
and DLAA “tel l it like it is ” abou t user prob l ems . The ques tion ar ises,
How much incen ti ve has been “bu i l t into ” the OLS concept either for or
against “telling it like it is ”?

Considering all aspects of “telling it like it is ,” its lon g term as
wel l as short term effects on both the DLAA and the user organizations
an d personne l , please attempt to estimate, for each category of
individua l below , the extent to which the DLS “system” tends to rewa rd
or punish the individual person who “tells it like it is. ’ (Using the
following code, circl e one letter for each category.)

Rewards grea tly A
Rewa rds modera tely B
Rewards slightly C
Neither rewards nor pun i shes 0
Punishes slightly E
Pun ishes moderately F
Punishes greatly G

DLAA ch iefs: A B C D E F G

LMSs : A B C 0 E F G

MRC
representatives : A B C D E F G

User un it
commanders: A B C D E F G

Lower ran ki ng
user personnel : A B C D E F G

(Continued )
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TABLE 17 (continued )

DLAA Chiefs :
Percent giv ing response

LMS
Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a= + 3.0 9 27 22 -- --b= + 2.0 9 3 5 -- - -

c= + l.O 18 7 10 -- --d =  0.0 55 40 44 -- --e = - l . 0  0 13 10 -- --f= - 2.O 0 7 5 -- --g = - 3.O 9 3 5 -- --
Mean response: + 0.4  ~ 0.6 + 0.5 -- --No. of responses: 11 30 41 -- --5 p05. responses : 36 37 37 -- --S neg. responses : 9 23 20 -- --Variability index : 37 48 44 -- --

LMSs:
Percent giving response

LMS
Res ponse sca le ~~~up MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a=+ 3.0 0 11 8 -- --b=+2.0 0 4 3 -- --c = + l .0 18 lB 18 -- --d =  0.0 45 50 49 -- --e = -l.0 18 7 10 -- --f = - 2 . O  9 7 8 -- --g= -3.0 9 4 5 -- --
Mean response : - 0.5 + 0.3 + 0.1 -- --No. of responses: 11 28 39 -- --S p05. responses : 18 32 28 -- --S neg . resp onses : 36 18 23 -- --Variability index: 31 33 30 -- --

(Continued )
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TABLE 17 (continued)

MRC Representatives : 
______________

Percent giving response
IMS

Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a= + 3.O 0 3 2 -- --
b= + 2.0 0 3 2 -- --
c= + l .0 0 3 2 -- --
d =  0.0 55 35 40 -- - -

e = - l . 0  18 26 24 -- --
f= -2.O 18 13 14 -- --
g= - 3.O 9 16 14 -- --

Mean response: - 0.8 - 0.8 - 0.8 - -  --

No. of responses : 11 31 42 -- --

S pos. responses: 0 10 7 -- --

S neg . responses : 45 55 52 -- --

Variability index: 30 37 35 -- --

User Unit Commanders : 
-- ___________

Percent giving response -___________

LMS
Response scale groups MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a=+ 3.0 0 3 2 -- --
b=+2.0 8 3 5 -- --
c= + l .0 0 0 0 --
d =  0.0 25 19 21 -- --
e = - l . O  25 23 23 -- --
f = - 2 . 0  25 26 26 -- - -  -

,

g = - 3 . 0  17 26 23 -- - -

Mean response: - 1. 1 - 1.4 - 1.3 -- --
• No. of responses: 12 31 43 -- - -

S pos. responses: 8 6 7 -- --
S neg. responses : 67 74 72 -- --
Variabi lity index: 37 39 39 -- --

(Continued )
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TABLE 17 (continued )

Lower Ranking User Personnel :
Percent giving response

LMS
Response scale grou ps MRC reps DLAA Us ers Overall

a= + 3.O 0 3 2 -- --
b= + 2 .O 17 0 5 -- --
c = + 1 . 0  0 0 0 -- --
d =  0.0 33 45 42 -- --
e= - l.0 8 29 23 -- --
f= -2.O 8 6 7 -- --
g = -3.0 33 16 21 -- - -

— Mean response : - 0.9 - 0.8 - 0.8 -- --
No. of responses: 12 31 43 -- --
5 pos. responses : 17 3 7 -- --
S neg. responses: 50 52 51 -- --
Variability index : 53 32 38 -- --

Note. This item is closely related to item 0-13, shown in Table 18.

I
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TABLE 18. RESULTS FOR ITEM 0-13 
- —  - —

The DLS concept has been so constructed that its success or failure in
implementation is significantly dependent upon whether or not both DLAA
an d user organ i za ti on “tel l it like it is ” abou t user probl ems. The
ques ti on ar ises , How much incentive has been “built into ” the DLS
concept either for or against “telling it like it Is”?

Considering all aspects of “telling it like it is ,” its long term as
well as short term effects on both the DIM and the user organizations
and personne l , please attempt to estimate , for each category of
individuals below , the extent to which the DLS “system” tends to
reward or punish the individual person who “tells it like it is. ”
(Using the following code, circle one letter for each category.)

Rewards greatly A L
t Rewa rds modera tely B

Rewards slightly C
Neither rewards nor punishes 0
Punishes slightly E
Punishes moderately F 

•
-

Punishes greatly G

User u n i t
commanders : A B C 0 E F G

Lowe r ran ki ng
user personne l: A B C 0 E F G

DLAA personnel: A B C D E F

(Continued)
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TABLE 18 (continued )

User Unit Commanders:
Percent giv ing response

LMS
Response sca l e grou p C r e ps DIM Users Overall a

a= + 3.0 -- -- -- 17 14
b= +2.0 -- -- -- 11 10
c = ÷1.0 -- -- -- 18 14
d = 0 . 0  -- -- -- 24 23
e= - l . 0  -- -- -- 20 20
f = -2.0 -- -- -- 9 13
g= -3.O -- -- -- 1 6

Mean response : -- -- -- + 0.5 + 0.1
No. of responses: -- -- -- 162 205
S pos. responses : -- -- -- 46 38
S neg . responses : -- -- -- 30 39
Variability index: -- -- -- 45 47

Lower Ranking User Personnel :
Percent giving response

LMS 
1’Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a= + 3.0 -- -- -- 19 16
b=+2.0 -- -- -- 12 10
c= + l .0 -- -- -- 10 8
d =  0.0 -- -- -- 36 37
e = - l . O  -- -- -- 14 16
f=—2.0 -- -- -- 5 5
g z_ 3.0 -- -- -- 5 8

Mean response: -- -- -- + 0.5 + 0.2• No. of responses : -- - -  -- 163 206
S pos. responses: -- -- -- 41 33
S neg. responses: -- --  -- 24 30
Variability Index : -- -- -- 46 45

(Con ti nue d )
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TABLE 18 (continued)

DLAA Personnel :
Percent giving response

IMS
Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overal l

a = + 3 . O  -- --  - -  29 25
b +2.0 -- --  -- 17 14
c = + l . 0  -- - -  - -  16 14
d = 0 . 0  -- -- -- 31 34
e = - l .O  -- -- -- 4 6
f=-2.0 -- --  -- 2 4
g = -3.0 -- -- -- 2 3

Mean response: -- -- -- + 1.2 + 0.9
No. of responses : -- -- -- 161 201.7
S pos. responses : -- -- -- 61 53
S neg. responses : -- -- -- 8 13
Variability index : - -  -- -- 43 45

Note . This item is closely related to item A-l4 / B- 13/ C- 13 , shown in
Tabl~ 17.aiMs column combines the data from the previous column and the
“DLAA ” column from the “User-Unit-Commanders ” section of Table 17.

bThjs column combines the data from the previous column and the
“DIM” column from the “Lower-Ranking-User-Personnel ” section of
Table 17.

CThjs column comb i nes the data from the previous column and the
averaged data from the three “DLAA ” columns of the first three sections
(“DLAA chiefs ,” “LMSs ,” and “MRC representatives ”) of Table 17. ‘

1
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TABLE 19 . RESULTS FOR ITEM A -15/B -l4/C-14

The DLS concept stresses that the success of the program depends heavily
on the willingness of both DLAA and user personnel to “tell it like it
is ” in connection with logistical problems .

In your opinion will user ?ersonnel be more likely or less likely under
DLS to “tell it like T~Ts’ than under the previous system?

a. Much more likely
_____ 

b. Somewhat more likely
_____ 

c. Slightly more likely
_____ 

d. About the same
e. Slightly less likely

_____ 
f. Somewhat less likely

_____ 
g. Much less likely

What about DIM personnel (especially F’~!Is and other MRC representatives)?

_____ 
a. Much more likely

_____ 
b. Somewhat more likely

_____ 
c. Slightly more likely

_____ 
d. About the same

_____ 
e. Slightly less likely

_____ 
f. Somewhat less likely

_____ 
g. Much less likely

(Continued )
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TABLE 19 (continued )

User Personnel:
Percent giving response

LMS
Response scale group MRC rep DLAA Users Overall

a= + 3.O 0 3 2 -- --
b = + 2 . 0  8 0 2 -- --
c = + l . 0  17 3 6 - -  --
d =  0.0 25 23 23 -- --
e = - l . 0  8 11 11 -- --
f = _ 2 . O  42 17 23 --  --
g = - 3 . 0  0 43 32 - -  --

Mean response: - 0.6 - 1.6 - 1.4 -- --
No. of responses : 12 35 47 -- --
S pos . responses : 25 6 11 -- --
S neg . responses : 50 71 66 -- --
Variability index: 42 44 45 -- --

I’

DLM Personnel :
Percent givin g response

LMS
Response scale group MRC reps DIM Users Overall

a= + 3.0 0 6 4 -- --
b = + 2 . 0  8 3 4 -- --
c = + l . 0  25 9 13 -- --
d =  0.0 25 46 40 -- --
e=- l .0 8 9 9 -- --
f = - 2 . O  33 17 21 -- --
g = - 3 . 0  0 11 9 -- --

Mean response: - 0.3 - 0.5 - 0.4 -- --
No. of responses : 12 35 47 -- --
S pos. responses : 33 17 21 -- - -

S neg. responses : 42 37 38 -- --
Variability index : 41 40 40 --  --

Note . This item is closely related to item D-l2 , shown i n Table 20.
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TABLE 20. RESULTS FOR ITEM 0-12

The OLS concept stresses that the success of the program depends heavily
on the willingness of both DIAA and user personnel to “tell it like it
is ” in connection with logistical problems .

In your opinion will user ?ersonnel be mere likely or less likely under
DLS to “tell it like it is ’ than under the previous system?

_____ 
a. Much more likely

_____ 
b. Somewhat more likely

_____ 
c. Slightly more likel y

_____ 
d. About the same

_____ 
e. Slightly less likely

_____ 
f. Somewhat less likely

_____ 
g. Much less likely

Percthit giving response
LMS

Response scale group 9RC reps DLAA Users Overal1 ’~
a= + 3.0 -- -- -- 13 10
b= +2.0 -- -- -- 16 13
c= + 1 .0 -- -- -- 8 8
d =  0.0 -- -- -- 36 33
e = - l. 0 -- -- -- 12 11
f = - 2 O -- -- -- 7 10
g= -3 .0 -- -- -- 8 14

Mean response: -- -- -- + 0.3 - 0.1
No. of responses : -- -- -- 165 212
S pos. responses : -- -- -- 37 31
S neg . responses: -- -- -- 27 35
Variability index : —- -- -- 45 47

Note. This i tem is closely related to the first part of i tem A-l5/-
B-147~ T4, shown in Table 19.

aihis column combines the data from the previous column and the “DLAA ”
column from the first section (“User Personnel”) of Table 19.
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TABLE 22. RESUL1’S FOR ITEM A -17/B -16/C-16

How adequate or i nadequate would you expec t that the typical “unit
readiness report” of DLS user organizations is in conveying a realistic
picture of the unit’ s actua l readiness status?

_____ 
a. Very adequate

_____ 
b. Moderately adequdte

_____ 
c. Slightly adequatt?

_____ 
d. Borderline

_____ 
e. Slightly inadequa te

_____ 
f. Moderately inadequate

_____ 
g. Very inadequate

- - - - -- - 5------

_ _ _ _ _ -  
Per ent qi~~~j~~~ponse

LMS
Response scale Group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a= + 3.0 0 3 2 -- --
b=+2.0 50 14 23 --  --
c = + l . O  8 9 9 -- --
d =  0.0 25 20 21 - -  - -

e = -1.0 8 14 13 -- --
f~~ -2.O 8 31 26 -- --
g= -3.0 0 9 6 -- --

Mean response: + 0.8 - 0.6 - 0.1 -- 
— 

--

No. of responses : 12 35 47 -- --
S pos. responses : 58 26 34 -- --
S neg . responses : 17 54 45 -- --
Variability Index : 40 48 49 -- --

Note. This i tem Is closely related to i tem D-l6 , shown i n Ta b le 23.
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TABLE 23. RESULTS FOR ITEM 0-16

Excluding your own unit from consideration , how adequa te or i nadequa te
would you expect that the typical “un it readiness report” is In conveying
a realIstic picture of the unit’ s actual readiness status?

_____ 
a. Very adequa te

_____ 
b. Moderately adequate

_____ 
c. Slightly adequate

_____ 
d. Borderline

_____ 
e. Slightly inadequate

_____ 
f. Moderately inadequate

_____ 
g. Very Inadequate

Percent g i v i n g response
LMS aResponse scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a = + 3 . 0  -- -- -- 4 4
b~~ +2.0 -- -- -- 17 18
c = + 1 . 0  -- -- -- 9 9
d =  0.0 -- -- -- 17 18
e =-l .0 -- -- -- 17 16
f•-2.0 -- -- -- 17 19
g = -3.0 -- -- -- 20 17

Mean response: -- -- -- - 0.6 - 0.5
No. of responses : -- -- -- 169 216
S pos . responses : -- -- -- 30 31
S neg . responses : -- -- -- 53 51
Variability index : -- -- -- 54 53

Note . This Item is closely related to i tem A-l7/B-16/C-l6 , shown in
Tab l~

’2!.
8Data from DLAA (Table 22) and Users combined .
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TABLE 24. RESULTS FOR ITEM B-17

In terms of contributing to the real readiness status of user units , howmuch more or less effective do you think you may be as a logisticsmanagement specialist under DLS, as it i s presen tly conce ived, than underthe previous logistics assistance program?

_____ a. Much more effective
_____ b. Moderately more effective
_____ c. Slightly more effective
_____ d. Abou t the same

e. Slightly less effective
— f. Modera tely less effec ti ve

_____ g. Much less effective

Percent giving response
LMS

Response sca le group MRC reps 
— 

DIM Users Overall
a = + 3.O 22 -- -- -- --b=+ 2 .0 11 -- -- -- --c=+l .O 33 -- -- -- --d =  0.0 22 -- -- -- --e = - l.0 11 -- -_ -- --f=-2.0 0 -- -- -- --g = - 3.O 0 -- -- -- --

Mean response: + 1.1 -- -- -- --No, of responses : 9 -- -- -- - -

S pos. responses: 67 -- -- -- --S neg . responses: 11 -- -- -- --Variability index: 35 -- -- -- --

Note. This item is closely related to items A-l8 and A-l9/B-l8/C-17,show~i1ii Tables 25 and 26, respectively.
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TABLE 25. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-18

In terms of contributing to the real readiness status of user units , howmuch more or less effecti ve do you think you may be as a MRC representa-
ti ve un der DIS , as it is presently conce ived , than under the previouslogistics assis tance program?

_____ 
a. Much more effective

_____ 
b. Moderately more effective

_____ 
c. Slightly more effective
d. About the same

_____ 
e. Slightly less effective

_____ 
f. Moderate ly less effective

_____ 
g. Much less effective

t Percen t gi v ing response
IMS

Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overa l l
a=+3.O -- 3 -- -- --
b=+2. O -- 3 -- -- --
c=+l .0 -- 6 -- -- --
d =  0.0 -- 31 -- --
e= -1.O -- 11 -- -- --
f= -2 .O  -- 26 -- -- --

g= -3 .O -- 20 -- -- --
Mean response : -- - 1.0 -- -- --No. of responses : -- 35 -- -- --
S pos. responses: -- 11 -- -- --

S neg . responses : -- 57 -- -- --
Variability index : -- 43 -- -- --

Note. This i tem is closely related to items B-l7 and A-l9/B-l8/C-l7,shown in Tables 24 and 26, respectively .
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TABLE 26. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-l9/B-18/C-l7

In terms of contributing to the real readiness status of user units , howmuch more or less effective do you think DLAA chIefs may be under DLS,as it i s presen tly conce i ved , than log i stics ass i stance off icers wereunder the previous logistics assistance program?

— a. Much more effective
_____ 

b. Modera tely more effect i ve
____ 

c. Slightly more effective
_____ 

ci. About the same
_____ 

e. Slightly less effective
_____ 

f. Moderately less effective
_____ 9. Much less effective

Percen t giv in g response
LMS

Response scale grou p MRC reps DLA.A Users Overall
a — + 3 . O  17 6 9 -- --b~~ +2.O 8 6 7 -- --c z+ l .O 17 16 16 -- --d =  0.0 50 35 40 -- --e=- l. 0 0 19 14 -- --
f= -2 . O  8 0 2 -- --g= -3.O 0 16 12 -- --

Mean resp onse: + 0.7 - 0.2 0.0 -- --No, of responses : 12 31 43 -- --S pos. responses : 42 29 33 -- --S neg . resp onses . 8 35 28 -- --

Variabili ty index : 37 41 38 -- --

Note. ThIs item is closely related to items B-17 and A-l8, shownin Táblis 24 and 25, respectively.
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TABLE 27. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-20/ B-l9/C-l8

How positive or negative an effect would you estimate that DLM personnel
have in terms of contributing to the readiness of user organizations?

_____ 
a. Very positive

_____ 
b. Moderately positive

_____ 
c. Sl ightly positive

_____ 
d. No effect

_____ 
e. Slightly negative

_____ 
f. Moderately negative

_____ 
g. Very negative

Percent giving response
LMS

Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall
-3

a = + 3.O 27 18 20 -- --
b z +2.0 55 21 29 -- --
c = + 1 .0 18 24 22 -- --
d~ 0.0 0 29 22 -- --
e~~~-l.O 0 6 4 -- --
f = -2.O 0 3 2 -- --
g=-3.0 0 0 0 -- --

Mean response: + 2.1 + 1.1 + 1.3 -- --
No. of responses : 11 34 45 -- --
5 pos . responses : lOG 62 71 -- --
S neg. responses : 0 9 7 -- --
Variability index : 17 36 36 -- --

Note. This item is closely related to item D-02, shown in Table 28.
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TABLE 28. RESULTS FOR ITEM D-02

How positive or negative an effect would you estimate that DLAA personne l
have In terms of co ntributing to the readiness of your organization?

_____ 
a. Very positive

_____ 
b. Moderately positive

_____ 
c . Sl ightl y positive

_____ 
d. No effect

_____ 
e. Slightly negative

_____ 
f. Moderatel y negative

_____ 
g. Very negative

Percen t giv ing response
IMS a

Response scale grou p MRC reps DIM Users Overall

a = + 3.OO -- -- -- 13 14
b = + 2 . 0 0  -- -- -- 24 25
c~~~+l .OO -- -- -- 35 32
d =  0.00 -- -- -- 21 21
e = -l .OO -- -- -- 2 2
f = ~~2.OO -- -- -- 2 2
g -3.O0 -- -- -- 4 3

Mean response: -- -- -- + 1.0 + 1.1
No. of responses: -- -- -- 165 210
S pos. responses : -- -- -- 72 71
S neg . responses : -- -- -- 7 7
Variabilit y Index : -- -- -- 32 33

Note. This i tem is closel y related to item A -20/B-19/C-18, shown ‘.n
Tabl e 27.

aData from DLAA (Table 27) and Users combi ned .
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TABLE 29. RESULTS FOR ITEM D-l5

To what extent do you think that the implementation of DLS may improve
or worsen the real readiness status of your unit?

a . Improve greatly
_____ 

b . Improve moderately
_____ 

c . Improve slightly
_____ 

d. Leave about the same
• _____ 

e . Worsen slightly
_____ 

f. Worsen moderately
_____ 

g. Wors en greatly

Percent gTving response
LMS

Response scale group MRC reps DIM Users Overa ll

a~~~+3.O -- -- —— 16 —- ‘1b~~ +2.O -- -- -- 15 --
c~~ + 1.O -- -- -- 24 --
d = O . 0 -- - -  -- 35 --

e = - 1 . 0  -- -- -- 7 --
f~~ -2,O -- -- -- 2 --

g~~~-3.O - -  -- -- 1 --

Mean respons e: -- -- -- + 0.9 -
No. of responses : -- -- -- 166 --5 p05. responses: -- -- -- 55 --
S neg . responses : -- -- -- 10 --
VariabIlity Index : -- -- -- 35 --

11
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TABLE 30. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-2l / B-20/C- lg/ D-l4
What overall  effect do you think that the reporting of adverse logisticalInfo rmation about Army units by DLAA personnel may typically have on unitreadiness?

_____ 
a. Very positive effect

_____ 
b. Moderately positive effect

_____ c. Slightly positive effect
_____ 

d . No effect
_____ 

e. Sli ghtly negative eff ect
f. Moderately negative effect V

_____ 
g. Very negative effect

Per~ent giving responseLMS
Response scale group MRC reps DIM Users Over all

a = +3 .00 8 6 6 22 18b +2.00 25 14 17 19 19c = +1 .00 25 26 26 23 23d 0 .00 25 46 40 25 28e = -1.O0 8 0 2 6 5f~~~-2.O0 8 6 6 4 5g=-3 .00 0 3 
— 

2 1 1
Mean respons e: + 0.8 + 0.5 + 0.6 + 1.1 + 1.0No. of responses : 12 35 47 166 2135 p05 . respon ses : 58 46 49 64 61S neg . respon ses: 17 9 11 11 11Variability index : 38 32 34 39 38
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TABLE 31. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-22 /B-21/C-20

As near as you can tell , how has the implementation of DIS at Fort Hood
affected j ob satisfaction 

~~ 
to the present time for DLAA ch iefs , LMS5,

and NRC representa tives? ~~sT~g t1ie follow i n g code , ci rcle one letter
for each group as a whole. Then answer for yourself as an individual.)

Muc h more sa ti sfac tion A
Somewhat more satisfaction B
Slightly more satisfaction C
No change in satisfaction D
Slightly less satisfaction E
Somewhat less satisfaction F
Much less satisfaction G

- 4

DIM chiefs : A B C D E F G

LMSs : A B C D E F 6

NRC
representatives : A B C 0 E F 6

Yourself: A B C D E F 6

(Continued )
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TABLE 31 (continued)

DIM Chiefs :
Percent giving response

LMS
Res ponse scale grou p MRC reps DLAA Users Over all 

- 
-

a = +3.00 20 12 14 -- --
b = + 2 .OO 30 19 22 -- --
c = + l . O 0  0 23 17 -- --
d =  0.00 20 23 22 -- --
e = -l.O0 10 12 11 -- --
f=-2 .0O 10 8 8 -- --
g = - 3 . 0 0  10 4 6 -- --

Mean response: + 0.6 + 0.6 + 0.6 -- --
No. of responses : 10 26 36 -- --
S pos. responses: 50 54 53 -- --
S neg. responses: 30 23 25 -- --
Variability index : 60 43 48 -- --

LMSs :
- 

Pircent giving response
LMS

Response sca le grou p MRC r~ps DLAA Users Overall

a = + 3 .0O 0 8 6 -- --
b = +2.00 10 12 11 -- --
c = +1 .00 30 19 22 -- --
d =  0.00 30 19 22 -- --
e= -1.O O 10 27 22 -- --
f = -2.00 10 12 11 -- --
g = - 3 . O 0  10 4 6 -- --

Mean response : - 0.1 0.0 0.0 -- --
No. of responses : 10 26 36 -- --
S pos . responses : 40 38 39 -- --
S neg. responses: 30 42 39 -- --
Variability index : 38 43 41 -- --

(Continued )
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TABLE 31 (continued ) -

NRC Representatives :
Percent giving response

LMS
Res ponse sca le grou p MRC reps DLAA User s Overa ll

a = + 3 .OO 0 3 2 -- --
b~~ +2.00 0 6 5 -- --
c=+1 .00 20 0 5 -- --
d =  0.00 30 6 12 -- --
e = - l . 0 O  0 13 10 -- --
f=-2 .00 30 35 34 -- --
g -3.O0 20 35 32 -- --

Mean res ponse : - 1.0 - 1.7 - 1.5 -- --

No. of responses : 10 31 41 -- --
S pos. responses : 20 10 12 -- --
S neg . responses : 50 84 76 -- --
Variability index: 47 39 43 -- --

Yourself:
Percent giving response

LMS
Res ponse scale grou p MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a = + 3 .OO 10 0 2 -- --
b=+2.0O 20 0 5 -- --
c=+l .00 10 3 5 -- --
d =  0.00 20 15 16 -- --
e=-l .OO 20 21 20 -- --
f=-2.O0 10 26 23 -- --
g= - 3 .OO 10 35 30 -- --

Mean response : + 0.1 - 1.8 - 1.3 -- --
No. of responses: 10 34 44 -- --
S pos . responses: 40 3 11 -- --

S neg. responses : 40 82 73 -- --
- Variability index: 51 33 43 —- --

Note. This i tem is closely related to item A-23/B-22/C-2l , shown in
Table 32.
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TABLE 32. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-23/B-22/C-21

How do you think DLS might affect job satisfaction in the 
~~~ 

run for —

DLAA chiefs , LMSs , and NRC representatives? (Using the foTTh~ing code ,
c i rc le one le tter for eac h grou p as a whole. Then answer for yoursel f
as an individual.)

Much more satisfaction A
Somewhat more satisfaction B
Slightly more satisfaction C
No change in satisfaction 0
Slightly less satisfaction E
Somewhat less satisfaction F
Much less satisfaction G

DLAA chiefs : A B C 0 E F G

LMSs: A B C 0 E F G V

MRC
representatives : A B C D E F G

Yourself: A B C 0 E F 6

(Con ti nued )
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TABLE 32 (continued )

DLM Chiefs :
Percent gjv lng response

LMS
Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a = +3.00 42 20 27 -- --
b = +2.00 33 16 22 -- --
c = + l .00 8 20 16 -- --
4 =  0.00 0 20 14 -- --
e= -1 .OO 8 16 14 -- --
f = - 2 . O 0  8 0 3 - -  - -

g = - 3 . O O  0 8 5 -- --

Mean response : + 1.8 + 0.7 + 1.1 -- --
No. of responses: 12 25 37 -- --
S pos. responses : 83 56 6 -- --
S neg . responses : 17 24 22 -- --
Variability index : 40 48 49 -- --

IMSs :
Percent giving response

Response scale group MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

~~~+3.OO 17 16 16 -- --
b = + 2 . 0 0  58 8 24 -- --
c = + l .00 8 16 14 -- -—
d =  0.00 0 28 19 - -  --

e=-l.OO 8 16 14 -- --
f = - 2.00 8 4 5 -- --
g= - 3 .O0 0 12 8 -- --

Mean response: + 1.5 + 0.2 + 0.6 -- --
No. of responses : 12 25 37 -- --
5 pos. responses : 83 40 54 -- --
S neg . responses: 17 32 27 -- --
Variability i ndex : 36 48 51 -- -- - -

(Continued )
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TABLE 32 (continued )

MRC Representatives :
Percent giving response

LNS
Res pons e sca le grou p NRC reps DLAA Users Overa ll

a=+3 .00 17 4 8 -- --
b = + 2 .OO 17 7 10 -- --
c = + l . O O  17 7 10 - -  --

4 =  0.00 8 18 15 -- - -

e -l.00 8 7 8 -- --
f = -2.00 25 21 22 -- -—
g = - ~ .0O 8 36 28 - -  --

Mean res ponse: + 0.2 - 1.2 - 0.8 -- --
No. of responses : 12 28 40 -- --
S pos. responses : 50 18 28 -- --
S neg . responses : 42 64 58 -- --
Variability index: 61 53 58 -- --

Yourself:
Percent giving response

LMS
Response scale group MRC reps DIM Users Overall

a=+3.O0 33 3 11 -- --
b = + 2 .00 50 0 13 -- --
c = + l .00 0 6 4 -- --
4= 0.00 0 21 16 -- --
e=- 1 .O0 8 9 9 -- --
f = - 2 . 0 0  8 27 22 -- --
g = - 3 . 0 0  0 33 24 -- --

Mean res ponse : + 1.8 - 1.5 - 0.6 -- --
• No. of responses : 12 33 45 -- --

S pos. responses: 83 9 29 -- --
S neg . responses : 17 70 56 -- --
Variability index : 36 43 61 -- --

Note. This i tem is closely related to item A-22/B-21/C-2O, shown in
Tabl~ iT.
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TABLE 33. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-24/ B-23 / C-22/ D-ll

What do you think about the possible effect of your “telling it like itis ” upon the security of your own job position?

_____ 
a. Would probab ly resul t i n much more j ob secur ity

_____ 
b. Would probably resul t in iii~~~ratiTy more j ob secur ity

____ c. Would probably result in s1ight1~ moFe job security
_____ 

d. Would probably result in about the same job security
• 

_____ 
e. Would probably result in slightl~~less job security

_____ 
f. Would probably result in moderatelfliss job security

_____ 
g. Would probably result in much less job security

Percent giving response
LMS

Res ponse scale grou p MRC reps DLAA Users Overa l l
I

a = + 3 .OO 0 0 0 13 10
b = + 2 .OO 0 0 0 2 1c= +l .0O 8 0 2 4 3
d = 0.00 58 36 42 62 58
e = -1 .00 25 24 24 9 12
f=-2. 0O 0 9 7 3 4
g= -3.O0 8 30 24 7 11

Mean response: - 0.4 - 1.3 - 1.1 + 0.1 - 0.2
No. of responses : 12 33 45 165 210
5 p05. responses : 8 0 2 19 15S neg . responses : 33 64 56 19 27
Variability index : 24 38 35 30 32
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TABLE 34. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-25/ B-2 4/C-23

How successful or unsuccessful would you estimate that DLM person,~el - -

are or will be in “telling it lIke it is ” one day and providing
assistance the next?

_____ 
a. Very su ccess ful

_____ 
b. Modera tely success ful

_____ 
c. Sl ightly successful

• 
_____ 

4. BorderlIne
e. Sl ightly unsuccessful

— f.  Modera tely unsuccess ful
_____ 

g. Very unsuccessf ul

Percent giving response
LMS

Response scale grou p NRC reps DIM Users Overal l

a = + 3 .0O 0 0 0 -- --
b=+2.00 17 0 4 -- --
c=+l .00 0 6 4 -- --
d =  0.00 25 18 20 -- --
e~~ -l.0O 17 15 15 -- --
f=— 2.00 25 15 17 —- --

- , 
g :_ 3.QO 17 47 39 -- --

Mean response: - 0.8 - 1.8 - 1.5 -- --
No. of responses : 12 34 46 -- --
S pos . responses : 17 6 9 -- --
S neg. responses : 58 76 72 -- --
Variability index : 45 40 43 -- --
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TABLE 35. RESULTS FOR ITEM A 26/6 25JC 24/D l8 

- -  - -

What, in your estimation , will be the overall effect of DLS on the
readiness of the Army-in-the-field?

_____ 
a. Grea t increase

_____ 
b . Modera te increase

_____ 
c. Slight increase

_____ 
d. No change

_____ 
e. Slight decrease

_____ 
f. Moderate decrea se

_____ 
g. Great decrease

Percent giving response
IMS

Response scale group NRC reps DLAA Users Overal l

a = + 3 . O O  17 3 7 15 13
b = +2.00 25 3 9 19 16
c = +1 .00 33 1~J 22 31 29
d = 0.00 25 55 47 30 34
e=- 1 .0O 0 9 7 3 4
f = - 2 .00 0 9 7 1 2
g=-3.00 0 3 2 2 2

Mean response : + 1.3 0.0 + 0.3 + 1.0 + 0.9
No. of responses: 12 33 45 162 207
S pos. responses : 75 24 38 64 58
S neg. responses : 0 21 16 6 8
Variability index: 30 24 32 32 33
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TABLE 36. RESULTS FOR ITEM A-27 /B-26/C-25/D-19

All things considered , how do you feel about the DLS concept?

_____ 
a. Very positive

_____ 
b. Moderately positive

_____ 
c. Slightly positive

_____ 
d. Neutral

_____ 
e. Slightly negative

• 
_____ 

f. Moderately negative
_____ 

g. Very negative

Percen t g iv in g response
LMS

Response scal e grou p MRC reps DLAA Users Overall

a = +3.00 58 9 22 22 22
b = + 2 .00 8 6 7 14 13
c = +1 .00 25 6 11 24 21
d =  0.00 8 24 20 25 24
e = _ l .O0 0 18 13 5 7
f = - 2 . 0 O  0 18 13 5 6
g= -3.O O 0 18 13 6 7

Mea n response : + 2.2 - 0.6 + 0.1 + 0.8 + 0.7 
-

No. of responses : 12 33 45 171 216
S pos . responses : 92 21 40 60 56
S neg. responses : 0 55 40 16 21
Variability index : 32 50 58 44 49
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TABLE 37. RESULTS FOR ITEM 0-01

How much would you estimate that your unit typically uses the services
of DLM personnel?

_____ 
a. Extremely often

_____ 
b. Very often

_____ 
c. Usually

_____ 
4. Sometimes

_____ 
e. Usually not

_____ 
f. Very seldom

_____ 
g. Extremely seldom

Percent giving response
LMS

Response scale group MRC reps DLM Users Overa ll
I

a = + 3.O0 -- -- -- 4 --

b = + 2 .OO -- -- -- 20 --
c = + l .OO -- -- -- 15 --
d =  0.00 -- -- -- 28 --

e = - l .00 -- -- -- 8 --
f=_ 2 .OO -- -- -- 14 --

g = - 3 . O 0  -- -- -- 12 --
Mean response: -- -- -- - 0.0 --
No. of respons es: -- -- -- 169 --
5 pos. responses : -- -- -- 39 --
S neg . responses : -- -- -- 33 --
Variability index : -- -- -- 46 --
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TABLE 38. RESULT S FOR ITEM 0-03

Prior to the implementation of DLS , the traditional role of MRC
representati~’es (FMTs , etc.) was to assist the user unit in solving its
weapon or equipment system problems in the areas of maintenance, supply,
transportation, and services . Under the new DLS concept, however , the
MRC representative ’ s role has been expanded to Include “assessment ” and
“reporting” activities in addition to assistance. The MRC representative
is now tasked to search out, report 1 and d i scover ( if poss ib le) the “root
causes ” of problems no matter where they may lie; which may lead him into
the more fundamental areas of personnel , training, doctrine , and funding.
Fur thermore , under OLS the visibility of the problem is supposed to be
maintained until the problem is resolved by elevating It as high as
necessary through command or technical channels--although the emphasis
Is on resolving issues as close to “home ” as possible. The ultimate pur-
pose of DLS is , of course , to create ~ greater degree of readiness of theArmy-I n-the-field. a
To what extent do you consider this change in logistics support a correct
or incorrect placemen t of respons ibility ? In other words , how much are
you in favor of or opposed to the id-p.. of combining the responsibilities
for assisting, evaluating, and repor: ng wi thin the same individual?

_____ 
a. Very much in favor of 

—

_____ 
b. Moderately in favor of

_____ 
c. Slightly in favor of

_____ 
d. Neither favor nor oppose

_____ 
e. Slightly opposed to

_____ 
f. Moderately opposed to

_____ 
g. Very much opposed to

(Continued ) 
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TABLE 38 (continued )

Percent giving response
LMS

Response scale grou p MRC reps DIAA Users Overall

a = +3.OO -- ‘- -- 37 --

b = + 2 . 0 O  -- -- -- 16 --
c = +l .OO -- -- -- 13 --

d =  0.00 -- -- -- 12 --
e = - l . 0 O  - -  -- -- 6 --

f = - 2 . O O  -- -- -- 7 --
• g=_ 3 .O0 -- -- -- 10 --

Mean response: -- -- -- + 1.0 --

No. of responses : -- -- -- 167 --

S pos. responses : -- -- -- 65 --
S neg. responses : -- -- -- 23 --
Variability index : -- -- -- 58 --

4
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TABLE 39. RESULTS FOR ITEM D-l7

How would you describe your overall attitude toward DLM personnel ,
considering your experience with field maintenance technicians (or
other representatives of the DARCOM MRC5), logistics management
specialists , and DLAA chiefs?

_____ 
a. Very positive

_____ 
b. Moderately positive

_____ 
c. Slightly positive

_____ 
4. Neutral

_____ 
e. Slightly negative

_____ 
f. Moderately regative
g. Very negative

Pe= ’~ent giving response
INS

Response scale ~~pup NRC reps DLM Users Overall

a = + ’ .OO -- -- -- 27 --

b = + 2 .OO -- -- -- 18 --

c=+ l .0O -- -- -- 20 --
d =  0.00 -- - -  -- 19 - -

e = - l . O O  -- -- -- 7 -- —

f = - 2 .00 -- -- -- 5 --
g=-3 .O0 -- -- -- 4 --

Mean response : -- -- -- + 1 .1  --
No. of responses : -- -- -- 166 --
5 pos. responses : -- -- -- 65 --
S neg. responses: -- -- -- 16 --
Variabi’ ity index : -- -. -- 45 - -
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TABLE 40: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Respondent Average attitude
Table Topic category toward topic

01 MRC reps ’ tra i n ing for DLS LMS grou p: Borderl i ne
MRC reps : Slightly adequate

02 Eleva tion of adverse LMS grou p: No chan ge
• information under DLS MRC reps: Slightly less free

(vs. previously)

03 NRC reps ’ involveme nt in MRC reps : Sl ig htly more
assessment under DLS (vs.
previously)

04 User resistance to LMS group: Welcome slightly
and assessments NRC reps : Resist very slightly
05 Users : Welcome slightly

06 User resistance to civilian DLAA : No effect
status of DLAA personnel Users: Very slightly increase

07 Unnecessary elevation of LMS group: Slightly unlikely
probl ems un der DLS NRC reps : Slightly likely

Users: Very slightly likely

08 Effect of higher than DLAA : Slightly detrimental
necessary eleva ti on Users : Ne ither benefic ial nor

detr imen tal

09 Inappropr iate command LMS group : Very sl ight ly unco mmon j S
an d solu ti ons under DLS MRC reps: Sl ig htly common
10 Users : Slightly common

11 Customer relations under LMS group: Improve very slightly
and DLS NRC reps : Worsen slightly to
12 moderatel y

Users : Improve very slig htly

13 NRC reps ’ unw i ll ingness to DIM : Somewhat usual
• “tell it like it is ” under

DLS

(Con ti nue d )
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TABLE 40 (continued )

Respondent Average attitude
Table Topic category toward topic

14 Damage to user careers DLM: Slightly to somewhat
un der DLS comon

Users: Very slightly commo n

15 Percent of problems LMS group: 55 percent
involving “personalities ” NRC reps : 44 percent

16 Willingness of DLM personnel LMS group: Very slightly more
to “tell it like it is ” about NRC reps : Very slightly less
“personalities ” vs. other
problems

17 Reward or punishment in DLS
and system :
18

For D LAA chiefs DLM : Very slight reward

For LMSs LMS group: Very slight punishment
MRC reps: Very slight reward

For MRC reps DLM : Slig ht pun i shmen t

For user un it commanders DLAA : Slight to moderate
punishment

Users: Very slight reward

For lower ranking DLAA : Slight punishment
user personnel Users : Very slight reward

For DLAA personnel Users : Slight reward

19 Likelihood of “telling it
and like it is ” under DLS (vs.
20 previously)

For users LMS group: Very slightly less
NRC reps : Slightly to somewhat

less
Users : Very slightly more

For DLM personnel DLM : Very slightly less

(Continued)
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TABLE 40 (continued)

Respondent Average attitude
Table Topic category toward topic

21 Ability to “tell it like it LMS group : Usually
is ” dur ing DLS impl ementation MRC reps: Sometimes

22 Adequacy of unit readiness LMS group: Moderately adequate
and reports NRC reps : Very slightly

• 23 inadequate
Users: Very slightly

inadequa te

24 , Contribution to unit
25 , readiness under OLS (vs.
an d prev iousl y )
26

Of IMSs LMS group : Slightly more

Of NRC reps NRC reps : Slightly less

Of DIM chiefs LMS group: Same to slightly less
NRC reps: Same

27 Effect of DLAA personnel LMS group: Moderately positive
and on unit readiness NRC reps: Slightly positive
28 Users: Slightly positive

29 Effect of DLS on readiness Users: Improve slightly
of respondent’ s un i t

30 Effect on unit readiness DLAA : Very slightly positive
of adverse DLAA repor ts Users : Sl ightl y positi ve

31 Effect of DLS on curren t
j ob satisfaction

For DIM chiefs DIM: Very slightly more

For LMSs DIM: No change

For MRC reps LMS group: Slightly less
MRC reps: Sl ightly to somewhat

less

For respondent LMS group: No change
(“Yoursel f” ) NRC reps: Somewha t less

(Continued )
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TABLE 40 (continued)

Respondent Average attitude
Table Topic category toward topic

32 Effect of DLS on long-run job
sati sfact ion

For DLAA chiefs LMS group: Somewhat more
MRC reps : No change to sli ghtly

more

For LMSs LMS group: Slightly to somewhat
more

MRC reps : No change

For NRC reps INS group: No change
MRC reps : Slightly less

For respondent INS group: Somewhat more
(“Yourself”) NRC reps : Slightly to somewhat

less

33 Effect of “telling it like INS group: Very slightly less
it is ” on job security NRC reps: Slightly to moderately

less
Users: None

34 Success in combining INS group: Slightly unsuccessful
assessment with assistance MRC reps : Moderately unsuccessful

35 Overall effect of DLS on LMS group : Slight to moderate
Army readiness increase

NRC reps : No change
Users : Slight increase

36 Respondent’s overall LMS group: Moderately positive
feeling toward DLS concept MRC reps: Neutral to slightly

negative
Users : Slightly positive

37 Use of DLAA personne l by Users : Sometimes
respondent ’s unit

(Continued )
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TABLE 40 (continued)

Respondent Average attitude
Table Topic category toward topic

38 Combining functions of Users: Slightly in favor of
assisting, evaluating, and
reporting in same individual

39 Overall attitude toward Users: Slightly positive
DLAA personnel

4
I
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TABLE 4L PERCENTAGE S OF POSITIV E , NEUTRA L, AND NEGATIV E MEANRESPONSES , OVER ALLd QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
Response LMS 

btype group MRC reps DIM Users
Positive 4~ 24 30 45
Neutra l 24 30 29 27
Negative 31 46 42 28

aA ll except the two i tems in Tables 15 and 16 , for which thedesignations positi ve , neutral , and negative were not appropriate.
°Mean of previous two columns ; wei ghted by mean number ofrespondents per questionna i re i tem, which was 11.5 for the LMSgroup and 32.2 for the MRC reps.
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APPENDIX A

DLS Implementation Questionnaire Contents

Contents

1. ARI cover letter for DLS Implementation Questionna ire. A-02

2. DLS Implementation Questionna i re cover page. A-03

3. Directi ons to DLAA personnel for complet ing DLS
Implementation Questionnaire (Forms A , B, & C). A-04

4. Directions to DLS user personnel for completi ng DLS
Implementation Questionna i re (Form D). A-05

5. Sample questionnaire i tem, showing DLS Implementation
Questionnaire format. A-07

6. Biographic/demographic information request page (last
page of all four forms of tI~e DLS Impl ementationQuestionna ire). A-08
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
U.S. ARMY RESEARCH IN S tI rU r! FOR TN! IIHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENC!S

UNIT

PERt-OH

TO: OARCOM LOGISTIC ASSISTANCE ACTIVITY (DLAA ) PERSONNEL AND ASSOCIATED
PERSONNEL AT SUPPORTED USER UNITS

SUBJECT : Direct Logistic Support (DLS) Implementation Questionna ire

1. The attached questionnaire has been prepared by AR ! in response to
a request from TRADOC Combined Arms Test Activit y (TCATA) for assistance
in obtaining an answer to the following question pertaining to DLS:

What are the views of DLAA and use’~ (supported unit ) personnel
reaarding the DLS directive HTe11 It like It Is”~~ and its
impact on DIM-user relations and DLS effectlveness?

2. I real ize that you have busy schedules and other paper work that
demands your attention. Your cooperation in completing the attached
questionna i re ASAP will therefore be greatly appreciated . I will be
glad to answer any questions you may have. My phone is [number).

3. Please understand that the Information you provide on the questionnaire
will be used for research purposes only. Your name and any other identifying
Information you may provide will not be released by me to any party whatsoever.
Furthermore , such identifying information will be destroyed by me as soon as I
have finished collecting and processing the questionnaires . Thus you may
respond to the questionna i re as freely as you desi re wit h assurance that I
wi ll respect your pri vacy.

4. If you have any reservations about completing any portions of the
questionnaire candidly, I would appreciate your contacting me.

5. A copy of the AR ! report on the results of this survey , which I will
present to TCATA prior to 16 August 1977, wi ll be made ava i la ble to you.

(signed)

1 m c i. Dr. R. L. Palmer
as AR ! Evalua tor

A-02
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DIRECT LOGISTIC SUPPORT (DIS)

IMPLEMENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE

~~~iri

DLAA-Users V iews Pertaining to
“Telling It Like It Is ”

US Army Research Institute for the
Behav ioral and Social Sciences

-Fort Hood Field Unit-

June 1977
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Directions for Completing Questionnaire

1. Since it is important to obtain your personal and perhaps private
feelings , this questionna i re should be completed without consulting
with your colleagues . Your responses should remain anonymous.

2. The i tems concerning DLS begin on page 1 , with one i tem per page.
Unless specifi ed otherwise, each item is answered by checking one (and
only one) of the alternatives listed . Occassional ly you may not find
an alternative that exactly expresses your opinion. In such cases
check the alternative that is rn-st appropriate .

3. You will notice that space has been provided for coninents after
each i tem. YOUR COI44ENTS, OF WHATEVER NATURE , ARE EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT . Please do not hesitate to write in whatever you wish.
As a minimum , try to give some reason , however brief , for choosing
the alternative that you checked . You may use the back of the page
if you need additiona l space. Also , if you have important coninents
you would rather not write down , the AR! evaluator will be glad to
talk with you personally.

4. The intent of the questionnaire is not only to collect your views
on the topi cs covered , but al so to eli cit whatever SUGGESTIONS you
may have for improving any situation where you perceive a problem
connected with “telling it like it is ” and the relationship between
DIS user un its and the DLAA s. Please inclu de any suggestions you
may have in the “coninent” sections .

5. The last page of the questionnaire requests typical biographical
information that may be useful in analyzing the results of the survey.
The i tems are self-explanatory . Neither your name nor other identify-
ing information will be released .

6. Please take your time in completing the questionna ire. It does not
have to be completed at one sitting, but please protect if from the
view of others when you are not 1vorking on it. When you are finished ,
please seal it in the envelope provided and drop it in the mail , or,
if you prefer , the evaluator will personally pick it up.

7. The following abbreviations are used in the questionnaire :

DARCOM--Development and Readiness Command
DLAA----DARCOM Logistic Assistance Activity
DLS Direct Logistic Support
FMT Field Mai ntenance Technician
LMS Logi sti cs Management Special i st
MRC Materiel Readi ness Command

A-04
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Directions for Completing Questionna i re

1. This questionna i re concerns the impact of the Direc t Logi stIc
Support (DLS) directive “Tell it like it is .~’~ on the relationshipbetween DARCOM Logistic Assistance Activities (DLAA ) and their
supported user organizations.

2. At Fort Hood the III Corps DLAA is supported by two subordinate
DIA.As at the division level (1st CD DIM and 2d AD DLAA) . Each DLAA
is headed by a “DIM Chie f ,” whose title prior to the implementation
of DLS was ~Loglstics Assistance Officer. ” The DLM staff is made u~of severa l “logistics Management Specialists ” (IMS) and a greater
number of other persoi~nel who are representatives of the DARCOMMateriel Readiness Commands (MRC). The latter group consists of
“Field Maintenance Technicians ” and other maintenance or supply
specialists and technicians from ARRCOM , AV SCOM, ECOM , MIRCOM, TARCOM ,
and TROSCOt4.

3 Since it is important to obtain your persona l and perhaps private
feelings , this questionna ire should be completed without consulting
with your colleagues. Your responses should remain anonymous.

4. The i tems concerning DIS begin on page 1 , with one i tem per page.
Unless specified otherw ise , each item is answered by checking one (and
only one) of the laternat ives listed . Occassionally you may not find
an alternative that exactly expresses your opinion . In such cases
check the alternative that is most appropr ia te .

5. You wil l notice that space had been provided for comments after
each i tem. YOUR COMMENTS, OF WHATEVER NATURE , ARE EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT . Please do not hes i tate to write in whatever you wish
As a minimum , try to give some reason, however brief , for choosing
the alternative that you checked . You may use the back of the page
if you need additiona l space. Also , if you have important coninents
you would rather not write down, the ARt evaluator will be glad to
talk with you personally.

6. The intent of the questionna i re is not only to collect your views
on the topics covered , but also to eli cit whatever SUGGESTIONS you
may have for improving any situation where you perceive a problem

• 

- 
connected with “telling it like it is ” and the relationship between
DLS user units and the DLAAs . Please incl ude any suggesti ons you
may have in the “comment” sections .

7. The last page of the questionna i re requests typical biographical
information that may be useful In analyzing the results of the survey .
The i tems are self-explanatory . Neither your name n~r other identify-
ing information wi ll be released nor permanently recorded. 
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8. Please take your time in completing the quest ionna ire . It does not
have to be completed at one sit t ing , but please protec t it from the
view of others when you are not working on It. When you are finished ,
please seal it in the envelope provided and drop it In the mail , or ,
If you prefer , the eva l uator will personally pick It up.

9. The following abbreviations are used in the questionna ire :

DARCOM- -Development and Readines s Coninand
• DL.AA---- DARCOM Logistic Assistan ce Act iv i ty

DIS Direct Logistic Support
Ff91 Field Maintenance Technician

• IMS Logistics Management Specialist
MRC Materiel Readiness Conuiand

t A-06
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I tem 0!. One major ob j ec t i ve  of 015 is to provide for a continuous
mon toring of the effects of p~~son” t’1 , traii~j~~, doctrine,
and fundI~~ on logist ical problems in the areas of supply,
maintenance , transportation , and services .

How adequate or inadequa te would you say the past e~per—
ience and training of FMTs and other NRC representat ives
h~ve been in preparing them for the r part In accompl ishin g
this object ive~

~~~. Very adequa te

— -- 
b. Moderatel y adequate

_____ 
c .  Slightly adequate
d. Borderline
e. Slightly inadequate

- 
1. Moderatel y inadequate

- 
q. Very inadequate

Coninent:

A-07 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the to~io~j~ jhiojj~~~jcal t on.

Present job tit le: .

Name : 
__________ 

Se~ : Male 
_____ 

Female

Age : Pay grade or rank:

How long have you been at Fort Hood : 
- -

Is your Fort Hood assignment permanent ( ) ‘  or TOY ( )?

If TOY , when will you leave:

How long at present job ? -—
~~~~~

.- -——-—- -----———-—---.—.- S

How long in this t~p~’ of work ________

Which NRC do ~ou represent? (Ignore it you are not a NRC representat i be . )

How long at present pay grade? 
-

Marital status : Single
~~)4arried

_____Olvorced or bereaved
______Separated
_____

Other

Civ il ian education (check all that apply)

- 
High school diploma or equivalent
Associate degree Major: 

- 

Bachelors degree Major: 
- 

Masters degree (Major: )
Other (Specif y: 

_____ —______ — 
)

Mllitary/Prof esslonal/Technical Schoolin g:

Spec i fy : ______________

Duty phone : 
-~~~~~~~~~~ -~~ _____

_ _
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APPENDIX B

Report of Follow -Up Admi nistrati on of DIS
Imp l ementation Questi onnaire to

NRC Representatives
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FOLLOW-UP ADMINISTRATION OF DLS IMPLEMENTAT I~ N Q UESTIONNAIRE TO MRC
REPRESENTA TIVES

The in i tial administration of the DL~ Implementation Questionnaire

revea l ed the presence of a substantial negativ e component in t he

attitudes of DLAA personnel toward various aspects of OLS and the

direct ive ‘Te ll it like it is~ ” es pec i all y for MRC reps.

Subsequent to the initial administration , w hi c h took p lace during

the last two weeks of June 197 7, informa l observations by the TCATA

evalua tors and others suggested that the attitudes of the MRC reps

m ight have undergone siqn ificant positive changes. In order to

determine whether or not this was true , the quest ionnaire was admini-

stered a second time to the DLAA personnel on 30 Au gus t 1977 .

Thirty - five (7~).) of thc 50 assigned NRC reps completed question-

na ires during the second administration. Of these, 23 had participated

during the ~‘arlier adm inistration; 12 had .iot. Six other DLAA

personnel , cons titu ting 75% of the assigned LMSs , NCOs , and DLAA

chiefs, also completed questionnaires. Becau~~ of the small number

of subjects in the latter group, the da ta obta i ned from them were

not anal yze d.

Table 01 compares the mean responses of the MRC reps on the

first and second questionna i re administrations. Six aspects of the

Insert Table 01 about here

D ri~~0-t ~
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data in the table are especially notable:

1. Of the 36 differences shown in the last column , 27 (75%)

are positive , 7 (19%) are negative , and 2 (6%) are zero.

2. All of the differences a ie less th~in one scale unit , i.e.

they can be characterized as “very slight ” to “slight” differences.

3. The mean for questionnaire i tem A-25 (which dealt with

predicted success in being abl e to “tell it like it is ” and still

assist) increased very slightly but was still negative.

4. The mean for questionnaire item A-27 (which refl ected

overall attitude toward DLS) was the same for both administrations ;

i.e., it remained negative .

5. The overall means at the end of the table suggest that for

MRC reps a very slight overall positive attitude change took place

between the first and second aministration ; but for practical purposes ,

the amount of change seemed insignificant. All in all , the MRC reps

were still not positive toward DLS.

Table 02 portrays the average percentages of positive, neutral ,

and negative mean responses of MRC reps on the first and second

administrations for all questionnaire i tems combined . The percentage

Insert Table 02 about here

of positive mean responses increased six percentage points; the

percentage of negative mean responses decreased seven percentage

B-03
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points; the percentage of neutra l mean responses remained about the

same . Despite these changes , however, the MRC reps continued to

exhibi t more negative attitudes than those exhibited by user personnel

and the LMS group on the first questionna ire administration. (None

of the three groups, it will be recalled , gave a preponderance of

positive responses on the initial administ ,ation .)

• The percent of MRC reps who were to some extent doubtful of

success in “telling it like it is ” one day and assisting the next

(Item A-25 ) was 76 in the first administration and 66 In the second ,

which supports the notion that some positive attitude change

occurred but also reinforces the earlier finding that the majority

of MRC reps were sceptical.

Thus , the second administration of the OLS Implementation

Questionnaire did not substantially change the conclusion arrived

at on the basis of the first administrati~ i.
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TABLE 01: COMPARISON OF MEAN RESPONSES OF MRC REPRESENTATIVE S ON 1ST
AND 2ND ADMINISTRATIONS OF THE DLS IMPLEMENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE~

Questionna ire Initial Second Difference L
I tem administration administrat ion

01 +0.9 ~ 8 -0.1
02 -1 .1 -~ •7 +0.4
03 +0.7 +0.8 +0.1
04 -0.7 -0.1 +0.6
05 +0.1 -0.1 -0.2
06 -1.1 -0.7 +0.4
07 +1.0 +0.9 -0.1
08 -0.8 -0.6 +0.2
09 -1.6 -1.0 +0.6
10 -1.9 -1.0 +0.9
11 -1.4 -0.7 +0.7
l2L -- -- --
1 3,j - -  - -  - -

14-1 +0.6 +1.0 +0.4
F 14-2 +0.3 +0.7 +0.4

14-3 -0.8 -0.8 0.0F 14-4 -1.4 -1 .1 +0.3
14-5 -0.8 -1.0 -0.2
15-1 -1.6 -1.2 +0.4
15-2 -0.5 -0.1 +0.4
16 -0.2 -0.1 +0.1
17 -0.6 -1.4 -0.8
18 -1.0 -0.6 +0.4
19 -0.2 0.0 +0.2
20 +1.1 +0.9 -0.2
21 +0.5 +0.2 -0.3
22-1 +0.6 +0.8 +0.2
22-2 0.0 +0.6 +0.6
22-3 -1.7 -1.0 +0.7
22-4 -1.8 -0.9 +0.9
23-1 +0.7 +0.9 +0.2
23-2 +0.2 +0.8 +0.6
23-3 -1.2 -0.6 +0.6
23-4 -1.5 -0.6 +0.9
24 -1.3 -0.5 +0.8

(Continued )
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TABLE 01 (continued )

Questionna i re Initial Second Differenceb

item administration administration

25 -1.8 -1.2 +0.6
26 0.0 +0.3 +0.3
27 -0.6 -0.6 0.0

Overall mean: -0.5 -0.2 +0.3

Note. In general , positive values favor DLS; negative values
are uii1~Vorable to DLS. Possible range : -3 to +3.

aForm A.
bPositive va lues suggest positive changes in attitudes ; negative

values suggest negative changes.
cThe values for this row--respectively, 43.6, 46.8 , and 3.2--

are not necessarily favorable or unfavorable to DLS and are eliminated
in the computation of the overall means at the bottom of the table.

dThe values for this row--respectively, -0.5, +0.5 , and +1.0--
are not necessarily favorable or unfavorable to DLS and are eliminated
in the computation of the overall mea ns at the bottom of the table.
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TABLE 02: COMPARISON OF MRC REPRESENtAT IiIES ON 1ST ~,t1D ~~D ADMINISTRATIONSOF THE DIS IMPLEMENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE: ~ERCENTAGES OF POSIT IV E ,- NEUTRAL ,
AND NEGATIVE MEAN RESPONSES, ALL~ DUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS COMBINED

Response In1tia~ Second
type administration admini stration

Positive 24 30

Neutral 30 31

Negative 46 39

aAl l except items A-l2 and A-l3, for which the designati ons positive ,
neutral , and negative are not appropriate.
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